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ABSTRACT

UNDERSTANDING THE INHERITANCE AND MECHANISM OF
AUXINIC HERBICIDE RESISTANCE IN WILD RADISH (RAPHANUS

RAPHANISTRUM L.)

Natalie Louise Di Meo Advisor:
University of Guelph, 2012 Professor J. C. Hall

Auxinic herbicide-resistant (i.e., resistant to 2,4-D and MCPA) wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum

L.) was discovered in the Western Australian wheatbelt, providing an opportunity to integrate auxinic

herbicide resistance into cultivated radish (R. sativus L.) using conventional breeding methods. It was

hypothesized that the inheritance of auxinic herbicide resistance in wild radish is conferred by a single,

dominant nuclear gene and, therefore, will be relatively easy to introgress from wild radish to cultivated

radish; and the mechanism of auxinic herbicide resistance in wild radish is through an altered target-site.

Visual injury data of the F2 progeny suggested that resistance was conferred by a quantitative trait with

the susceptible allele(s) exhibiting dominance with minor cytoplasmically inherited genes masking the

susceptible trait. In conclusion, the resistance allele(s) were quantitative and, thus, make selection for

resistance difficult. Therefore, the introgression of the resistance allele(s) was not successfully completed.

To determine the mechanism of resistance, the wild radish plants resistant WARR6-26 (R) and

susceptible WARR7-5 (S) were treated with radiolabeled MCPA. There was no difference in metabolism

of [14C]MCPA between R and S plants. Based upon the decline in the total 14C recovered over 72 h in R

and S it was clear that both were “losing” [14C]MCPA; however, R plants were losing MCPA more

rapidly. It was hypothesized that because R plants exude 14C more rapidly from their roots than S plants,

this accounted for the resistance of R plants.
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1 LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Auxinic Herbicides

1.1.1 Importance

The auxinic herbicides were developed during World War II as potential chemical

warfare agents; however, they were not used in this capacity until later and instead

were developed for agriculture (Cobb and Reade 2010). Auxinic herbicides 2,4-D and

MCPA were introduced as ‘Weedone’ in 1945 and ‘Agroxone’ in 1946, respectively

(Cobb and Reade 2010). These herbicides were cheap to produce, and fortunately, they

were released into the agricultural market of North America and Europe at a time when

maximum food production was critical and farm labourers were very scarce (Cobb and

Reade 2010). The use of herbicides for weed control completely altered traditional

farming, and their widespread acceptance and success stimulated several chemical

companies to invest in research into developing a multitude of auxinic herbicide

structural analogues and a wide range of herbicides with other mechanisms of action

(Cobb and Reade 2010).

Auxinic herbicides have been in use in agriculture for over 60 years (Sterling and

Jochem 1995). They are an important herbicide in cereal crops due to their selective

control of broad leaf weeds (Sterling and Jochem 1995). Furthermore, auxinic

herbicides are used in over 65 crops and in many non-crop situations (Cobb and Reade

2010). Auxinic herbicides have a major role in weed management when used alone or

in combination with other herbicides (Cobb and Reade 2010). Despite other herbicide

chemistries on the market, auxinic herbicides remain in the top four herbicidal

chemistries sold in 2000 (Grossmann 2003a), which was due to their low cost (2004
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average US$ 15.34 /ha; (Moore 2005) and, except for the pyridinecarboxylic acids, low

soil persistence (Mithila et al. 2011).

The auxinic herbicide family is divided into four classes based on chemical structure:

the phenoxyalkanoic acids, benzoic acids, pyridinecarboxylic acids and

quinolinecarboxylic acids (Figure 1.1). The chemical classes allow for selective, broad

control of many dicotyledonous weed species (Cobb and Reade 2010). Further

structural differences within the classes account for differences in selectivity within

these four classes (Ashton and Crafts 1973). Despite structural differences within the

auxinic herbicide family, the free, negatively charged carboxyl group appears to be

structurally essential for their activity.

1.1.2 Relationship between auxin and auxinic herbicides

1.1.2.1 Discovery of herbicidal properties of auxinic compounds

In the 19th century, scientists began investigating the growth and response of plants

to the external environment (Troyer 2001). Chemicals involved in growth and

development of plants are called ‘plant hormones’. The first plant hormone discovered

was auxin (Troyer 2001). Auxin is involved in many processes in plant development,

including embryogenesis, lateral root development, vascular differentiation, cell

elongation, tropisms, and apical dominance. Although the primary endogenous auxin is

indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), there are other naturally occurring auxins, such as 4-

chloroindole-3-acetic acid (4-chloro-IAA) and indole-3-butyric acid (IBA; Figure 1.1, A;

Hobbie 2003). After the discovery and purification of auxin, researchers soon

discovered the characteristics of this chemical: 1) at low doses, plant growth was
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A) Endogenous Auxins

IBA4-chloro-IAAIAA

Pyridinecarboxylic acids

fluroxypyr

triclopyr

picloram

B) Synthetic Auxins

NAA

dicamba

Benzoic acids

Phenoxyalkanoic acids

2,4-D MCPA

MCPB2,4-DB

Quinolinecarboxylic acids

quinclorac

quinmerac

clopyralid

Figure 1.1: Structures of endogenous and synthetic auxins. A) Endogenous auxins: IAA
(indole-3-acetic acid), 4-chloro-IAA and IBA (indole-3-butyric acid). B) Synthetic auxins: NAA
(naphthalene-1-acetic acid); phenoxyalkanoics, 2,4-D (2,4-dichloro-phenoxyacetic acid), 2,4-DB
(4-[2,4-dichloro-phenoxy] butanoic acid), MCPA (2-methyl-4-chloro-phenoxyacetic acid) and
MCPB (4-[4-chloro-2-methyl-phenoxy] butanoic acid); benzoics, dicamba (3,6-dichloro-2-
methoxybenzoic acid); pyridinecarboxylic acids, clopyralid (3,6-dichloro-2-pyridinecarboxylic
acid), triclopyr ([(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyl)oxy]acetic acid), picloram (4-amino-3,5,6-trichloro-2-
pyridinecarboxylic acid) and fluroxypyr ([(4-amino-3,5-dichloro-6-fluoro-2-pyridinyl)oxy]acetic
acid); quinolinecarboxylics, quinclorac (3,7-dichloro-8-quinolinecarboxylic acid) and quinmerac
(7-chloro-3-methyl-8-quinolinecarboxylic acid).
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stimulated, but at high doses, plant growth was restricted or caused plant death; and 2)

plants species varied in their tolerance to high doses of auxin (Troyer 2001).

The discovery that high doses of auxin killed plants lead to the discovery of auxinic

herbicides prior to World War II. Due to wartime conditions, the public disclosure of the

auxinic herbicides occurred after World War II between 1945 and 1947 and lead to the

confusing chronology of discovery (Table 1.1; Troyer 2001). The multiple, independent

discovery of the auxinic herbicides was attributed to four research groups: Templeton

and associates (Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), United Kingdom); Jones (American

Chemical Paint Company, United States); Nutman, Thorton and Quastel (Rothamsted

Agricultural Experiment Station, United Kingdom); and Kraus, Mitchell and associates

(Beltsville Experiment Station, University of Chicago, United States; Troyer 2001).

Templeton and associates at ICI synthesized and discovered the effects of 2,4-D (2,4-

dichloro-phenoxyacetic acid) and MCPA (2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid) in 1940,

although his results and patent were not publically released until 1945 and 1946,

respectively (Troyer 2001). Nutman, Thorton and Quastel at Rothamsted discovered the

effects of 2,4-D in 1942 after Nutman had visited Boyce Thompson Institute, United

States, where 2,4-D had been publically announced as an auxin (Troyer 2001). Jones at

American Chemical Paint Company, United States, had also heard about 2,4-D from

Boyce Thompson Institute’s announcement and had included it in his research along

with 2,4,5-T (2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid) in 1942 (Troyer 2001). Finally, Kraus

and Mitchell discovered the effects of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T after the announcement from

Boyce Thompson Institutes that 2,4-D was an auxin and Kraus, a plant physiologist,

postulated that auxins would be effective herbicides if used at concentrations high
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enough to be toxic (Troyer 2001). These researchers independently discovered, while

testing the synthetic auxins 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, and MCPA, that the auxinic herbicides were

selective, killed broadleaf plants, but did not harm cereal crops (Troyer 2001).

Table 1.1: Researchers and dates of independent discoveries of auxinic herbicides.
Modified from (Troyer 2001).

Researchers Chemicals Studied Research began Year of publications or
patents

Templeton and
associates

Imperial
Chemical
Industries, U.K.

2,4-D and MCPA 1940

British Patent issued  1945

Reports in Nature and
Proceedings of the Royal
Society 1945 and 1946,
respectively

Jones

American
Chemical Paint
Company,
U.S.A.

2,4-D and 2,4,5-T Feb. 1942

U.S. Patent issued 1945

Reports in American
Nurseryman 1945

Nutman,
Thorton and
Quastel

Rothamsted
Agricultural
Experiment
Station, U.K.

2,4-D Oct. 1942

Reports in Nature and
Rothamsted Report for 1939-
1945 in 1945 and 1946,
respectively

Kraus, Mitchell
and associates

Beltsville
Experiment
Station,
University of
Chicago, U.S.A.

2,4-D and 2,4,5-T Jan. 1943 Reports in Botanical Gazette
in 1944 and 1947
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1.1.2.2 Mode of action of auxins and auxinic herbicides

The mode of action of herbicides, as defined by the Herbicide Resistance Action

Committee (HRAC 2009), is the way the herbicide alters or adversely affects the

physiological or biochemical events in a plant, resulting in a toxic effect and usually

ends in death. The mode of action for auxinic herbicides in susceptible dicotyledonous

plant species is characterized by uncontrolled growth, which leads to the disintegration

of the phloem, cortical cells and xylem tissues (Friesen et al. 2002). While the mode of

action for auxinic herbicides (i.e., quinclorac) in susceptible monocotyledonous plant

species is characterized by the accumulation and transportation of 1-

aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC), resulting in the production of ethylene and

cyanide (Grossmann and Scheltrup 1997; Grossmann 2003a; Grossmann 2003b).

1.1.2.2.1 Mode of action in dicotyledonous plant species

In dicot plant species, auxinic herbicide effects have generally been described as an

“auxin overdose” that results in an imbalance in auxin concentrations and interactions

with other plant hormones, such as ethylene and abscissic acid (ABA), in tissues

(Grossmann 2010). Symptoms of auxinic herbicide injury are cupping and stunting of

leaves, general epinasty, abnormal stem tip growth, stunted and thickened roots, and

proliferation of lateral roots that crush the phloem and cortex (Sterling and Jochem

1995). A substantial increase in ethylene concentration, due to the auxinic herbicides, is

responsible for epinasty and swelling of shoots and roots (Grossmann 2010). Epinasty

is the downward bending and curling of leaves, petioles and stems due to differential

cell growth rates between the adaxial and abaxial tissues and is the primary symptom
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used to identify auxinic herbicide injury (Friesen et al. 2002; Jugulam et al. 2005). Shoot

and root swelling is caused by the transverse to longitudinal reorientation of

microtubules, resulting in lateral cell expansion (Grossmann 2010). Auxinic herbicide-

resistant plants often exhibit few or no symptoms after treatment and continue to grow

normally.

There are three sequential biochemical phases that occur in a susceptible

dicotyledonous plant after auxinic herbicide treatment: stimulation phase, growth

inhibition phase, and decay phase (Figure 1.2; Grossmann 2010). The stimulation

phase occurs within the first few hours of treatment and involves the activation of

metabolic processes, such as the ethylene formation and ABA accumulation

(Grossmann 2010). A by-product of ethylene formation is cyanide, which is a phytotoxic

agent that inhibits enzymes involved in major plant metabolic processes (Grossmann

2010). In addition to epinasty and tissue swelling, ethylene is known to independently

affect physiological factors, such as fruit ripening and senescence (Friesen et al. 2002).

The growth inhibition phase occurs within 24 hours of treatment and symptoms include

inhibition of root and shoot growth, stomatal closure, and intensified leaf pigmentation

(Grossmann 2010). The accumulation of ABA results in stomatal closure (Grossmann

2010). Stomatal closure inhibits transpiration, carbon assimilation through

photosynthesis, and plant growth as well as increased leaf tissue damage due to the

overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) as a result of decreased

photosynthetic activity (Grossmann 2010). Finally, the decay phase occurs and there is

accelerated foliar senescence (Grossmann 2010).
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1.1.2.2.2 Mode of action in monocotyledonous plant species

In susceptible monocotyledonous plants, the accumulation and transportation of

ACC, resulting in the production of ethylene and cyanide, is thought to be responsible

for the phytotoxic effects of quinclorac (Figure 1.3; Grossmann 2003b; Grossmann

2010). Cyanide is a toxic by-product of ethylene evolution. Cyanide inhibits enzymes

involved in many important metabolic pathways, such as, antioxidant enzymes Cu/Zn

superoxidase dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD) and catalase, and the photosynthetic enzyme

Figure 1.2: Proposed mode of action for susceptible dicotyledonous plant species, as
illustrated with false cleavers (Galium aparine L.). Three sequential biochemical phases that
occur after auxinic herbicide treatment: stimulation phase, growth inhibition phase, and decay
phase. Evolution of ethylene in the stimulation phase results in abnormal growth and stimulation
of abscissic acid (ABA) biosynthesis. ABA accumulation mediates stomatal closure in the
inhibition phase, which results in inhibition transpiration, carbon assimilation through
photosynthesis, and plant growth. In the decay phase, senescence, cell and plant death are a
consequence of ABA accumulation and reactive oxygen species (ROS) overproduction from the
inhibition of transpiration. According to Grossmann 2003b and Grossmann 2010. (Figure
reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons, publisher of Grossmann 2010).
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ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase (RuBisCO; Siegień and Bogatek 2006). It is

generally accepted that under normal circumstances of ethylene biosynthesis most of

the by-product cyanide is effectively detoxified (Siegień and Bogatek 2006). However,

recent auxinic herbicide investigations with quinclorac in susceptible barnyard grass

suggest cyanide is involved to the phytotoxic effects of the herbicide (Grossmann and

Scheltrup 1997; Grossmann 2003b; Siegień and Bogatek 2006). Grossmann and

Scheltrup (1997) found quinclorac induces ACC synthase activity primarily in the root

and the accumulated ACC is transported to the shoot, where it is converted into

Figure 1.3: Proposed mode of action for susceptible monocotyledonous plant species.
Quinclorac induces the production of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC), and to a
lesser extent ethylene and cyanide, in the roots via ACC synthase. ACC accumulates and is
transported to the shoots, where it is converted into ethylene and cyanide via ACC oxidase. The
accumulation of ACC and cyanide in the shoot tissue triggers the activity ACC synthase in a
self-amplifying cycle, which leads to the further accumulation of toxic cyanide. Cyanide is
thought to be the primary cause of the phytotoxic effects seen with herbicide application
through the inhibition of important enzymes (e.g. cytochrome c-oxidase, ribulose-bisphosphate
carboxylase and nitrate/nitrite reductase) and proteins (e.g. plastocyanin). According to
Grossmann 2003b. (Figure reproduced with permission from Springer Science+Business
Media: J. Plant Growth Regul. Mediation of herbicide effects by hormone interactions. Volume
22. 2003. p. 118. Grossmann, K. Figure 5.
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ethylene and cyanide via ACC oxidase. Cyanide levels are further increased in the

shoot by the triggering of ACC synthase activity via ACC and cyanide in a self-

amplifying cycle (Grossmann and Scheltrup 1997; Grossmann 2003b).

1.1.2.3 Mechanism of action of auxins and auxinic herbicides

The mechanism of action of herbicides, as defined by HRAC (2009), is the specific

process that is inhibited by a herbicide. Although auxinic herbicides have been used for

over 60 years, their exact mechanism of action remains unknown, due to the lack of

understanding of the complex auxin signaling cascade that affects numerous

biochemical pathways within the plant. The auxin signaling cascade is further

complicated by its stimulation of other plant hormone signaling cascades. In this section

the most recently proposed auxin signaling cascade model will be discussed.

The signaling cascade model involves an auxin receptor complex and ubiquitin-

mediated protein degradation (Figure 1.4). The proposed auxin receptor is an F-box

protein known as the Transport Inhibitor Response protein 1 (TIR1), which is found as a

complex of Skp1-Cullin1 and TIR1 F-box known as the SCFTIR1complex in the

nucleus. Under low auxin concentration conditions, auxin-inducible gene expression is

repressed by the heterodimeric complex between the transcription factor proteins

known as Auxin Responsive Factors (ARFs) and Aux/IAA. Aux/IAA is the substrate for

the SCFTIR1 complex and binds to TIR1 through hydrophobic interactions that are

increased when auxin is sandwiched between the proteins Aux/IAA and TIR1 as

“molecular glue” (Gray et al. 1999; Tan et al. 2007). When auxin concentrations are low,

Aux/IAA transiently binds to the binding pocket of the TIR1 in the SCFTIR1 complex and
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Auxin Signaling OFF

ARF

Aux/IAA

Auxin-responsive gene

Low Auxin Concentration High Auxin Concentration

TIR1

Aux/IAA

SCFTIR
1

26S
Proteasome

ARF

Auxin-responsive gene

Auxin Signaling ON

 ACC Synthase increases, leading to ethylene evolution: Epinasty, tissue
swelling, senescence, inhibition of auxin transport. [In quinclorac sensitive
monocot: by-product cyanide increase leads to cell death and tissue necrosis
(see Figure 1.3 for more detail)].

 ABA increases, leading to ROS overproduction, inhibition of CO2
assimilation and transpiration, stomatal closure: Senescence, tissue
decay, inhibition of growth and cell division (see Figure 1.2 for more detail).

Figure 1.4: Auxin Signaling Cascade. Under low auxin concentration conditions, auxin-
inducible gene expression is repressed by the heterodimer complex of transcription factors,
Auxin Responsive Factors (ARFs) and Aux/IAA proteins. Auxin acts as the “molecular glue” that
holds Aux/IAA in the binding pocket of the F-box protein TIR1 of the Skp1-Cul1 (SCFTIR1)
complex; therefore, when auxin concentrations are low, Aux/IAA transiently binds to the binding
pocket of the TIR1 in the SCFTIR1 complex. However, under high auxin concentrations,
Aux/IAA binds the TIR1 atop of auxin and the SCFTIR1 complex ubiquinates the Aux/IAA
proteins, tagging it for protein degradation via the 26S proteasome. The removal of the Aux/IAA
via the SCFTIR1 complex releases auxin-inducible gene expression, allowing for the activation
of the auxin signaling cascade, which leads to the increase of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-
carboxylic acid (ACC) synthase and abscissic acid (ABA).
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moves out (Kepinski and Leyser 2005; Tan et al. 2007). Under high auxin concentration

conditions, Aux/IAA binds the TIR1 atop of auxin and the SCFTIR1 complex and does

not readily move out, thus the Aux/IAA is ubiquinated, tagging it for protein degradation

via the 26S proteasome (Dharmasiri and Estelle 2004; Tan et al. 2007). Auxin binds to

TIR1 through the carboxylic side chain group and the ring system (Grossmann 2010).

Removal of the Aux/IAA via the SCFTIR1 complex releases auxin-inducible gene

expression, allowing for the activation of the auxin signaling cascade.

The ability of several auxins to promote TIR1 and Aux/IAA interactions is explained

by auxin acting as “molecular glue”. Various auxin compounds are able to act as

“molecular glue”, since moderate deviations in auxin structure are permissible provided

hydrophobic interactions between TIR1 and Aux/IAA were maintained and auxin does

not interfere with Aux/IAA binding. Tan et al. (2007) demonstrated TIR1 binds IAA and

synthetic auxins naphthalene-1-acetic acid (NAA) and 2,4-D with preferential binding of

IAA > NAA > 2,4-D. Furthermore, computer modeling of TIR1 has indicated that auxinic

herbicides from other classes, including the benzoic acids (dicamba) and

quinolinecarboxylic acids (quinclorac and quinmerac), also fit into the binding pocket of

TIR1 (Grossmann 2010). Although much of the current research examining SCF

complexes has focused on the TIR1 F-box, the TIR1 protein is not the only F-box

protein. Five additional auxin F-box proteins, AFB 1-5, with 50-70% homology to TIR1

have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana (Mockaitis and Estelle 2008). Each of these

AFBs will form SCF complexes capable of interacting with Aux/IAA in the presence of

auxin, similar to TIR1, and are involved in auxin signaling (Dharmasiri et al. 2005).

Mutant analysis has suggested that the TIR1 and AFB 1-5 proteins function in a partially
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redundant manner to mediate auxin response (Dharmasiri et al. 2005); therefore,

different auxinic herbicides may preferentially bind to different F-boxes. For example,

picloram functions as “molecular glue” and promotes the interaction of Aux/IAA and

AFB5 in Arabidopsis, and mutations in AFB5 can result in picloram resistance but not

2,4-D resistance or IAA resistance (Walsh et al. 2006). Future studies examining auxin

F-box preference are required to determine if selectivity to auxinic herbicides can

partially be explained by F-box population of a species. Additionally, tissue specific

differences in F-boxes may explain various tissue responses to auxins.

1.1.3 Herbicide resistance and auxinic herbicide-resistant weeds

When compared to a susceptible biotype, development of a resistant biotype to the

auxinic herbicides may be attributed to differences in absorption, translocation,

metabolism and/or sequestration of the herbicide or alteration of the target site(s). The

terms “resistance” and “tolerance” are often confused.

The term resistance refers to the selection of beneficial mutations from a natural

population that allows mutant individuals to survive and reproduce after a dose of

herbicide that is lethal to wild-type individuals of the same species or the artificial

introduction of mutated genes through transgenic or conventional breeding into a wild-

type plant and transmit the resistance to the next generation (WSSA 2008). The

resistant plant inherits the ability to survive the herbicide.

The term tolerance refers to species that are able to survive and reproduce after a

dose of herbicide that is lethal to other species. The tolerant plant does not require
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selection pressure to develop: the ability to survive the herbicide is inherent (WSSA

2008).

Since the introduction of the auxinic herbicides in the 1940s, resistance has been

identified in 43 biotypes in 28 weed species, which is a relatively low incidence of

resistance considering the long-term and widespread use of these herbicides (Heap

2011). This is in contrast to the high incidence of resistance to selective acetolactate

synthase (ALS)-inhibitors since their introduction in the 1980s with 363 resistant

biotypes in 109 weed species to date and to non-selective glyphosate since its

introduction in the 1970s with 124 resistant biotypes in 21 weed species to date (Heap

2011). The low incidence of auxinic herbicides has been postulated to be due to the

relatively rare occurrence of resistant individuals in a field population, the mutation rate

at the resistance locus is unusually low, the mutation that would confer resistance is

lethal, and/or there is a fitness penalty to the resistant plant compared to the susceptible

plant during a period when there is no selection, i.e. the herbicide is not applied

(Gressel and Segel 1982; Jasieniuk et al. 1995; Jasieniuk et al. 1996). There have been

few cases of auxinic herbicide resistance attributed to absorption, translocation, or

metabolism; therefore, altered target site is believed to be the primary cause of auxinic

herbicide resistance (Peniuk et al. 1993).

1.1.4 Mechanism of Resistance

1.1.4.1 Mechanism of resistance in wild mustard: a case study

The auxinic herbicide resistance in wild mustard (Sinapis arvensis L.) has been

investigated for over 20 years, making it an example of a well-studied species for
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mechanism of resistance. Detailed reviews of auxinic herbicide resistance in wild

mustard are available in Sterling and Hall (1997) and Zheng and Hall (2001); therefore,

this section is limited to the mechanism of resistance studies performed on the auxinic

herbicide-resistant wild mustard biotype.

The auxinic herbicide resistant wild mustard biotype was first reported in 1990 by

Heap and Morrison (1992, as cited by Mithila et al. 2011) in a field in western Canada

that was repeatedly treated over a 10 year period with a mixture of dicamba, MCPA,

and mecoprop [(±)-2-(4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy)propanoic acid; Heap and Morrison

1992, as cited by Mithila et al. 2011; Jasieniuk et al. 1995]. In initial studies by Heap and

Morrison (1992, as cited by Mithila et al. 2011) and subsequent studies by Morrison in

co-operation with Jasieniuk et al. (1995), it was found that the resistant wild mustard

biotype was resistant to 2,4-D and MCPA, highly resistant to dicamba and more

resistant to picloram than dicamba.

The mechanism of resistance was investigated through absorption, translocation,

metabolism and ethylene biosynthesis studies (Hall et al. 1993; Peniuk et al. 1993).

Initial studies showed that there was no difference in absorption, translocation and

metabolism of 14C-radiolabelled 2,4-D, dicamba and picloram between the resistant and

susceptible biotypes of wild mustard; however, the susceptible wild mustard biotype

produced 6-fold more ethylene than the resistant wild mustard biotype when treated

with 100 g ae/ha 2,4-D (Peniuk et al. 1993).

Ethylene evolution differences in resistant and susceptible biotypes resulted 24 hours

after treatment with picloram: the susceptible biotype had severe epinasty and increase

above basal levels of ACC, ACC synthase, 1-malonylaminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic
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acid (MACC) and ethylene, while the resistant biotype had no epinasty and no increase

above basal levels of ACC synthase, MACC and ethylene (Hall et al. 1993). However,

when leaf discs of both biotypes were fumigated with 1 mM of ACC after a pretreatment

with 1 mM aminooxyacetic acid, an inhibitor of ACC synthase, both biotypes produced

ethylene, which suggested that the ethylene biosynthesis enzyme was functional in the

resistant biotype (Hall et al. 1993). Hall et al. (1993) postulated that picloram induced de

novo synthesis of ACC synthase in susceptible biotypes but not in resistant biotypes.

1.1.4.2 Selectivity

Selectivity of plants species to the auxinic herbicides may be based upon

physiological/biochemical and morphological/anatomical differences of the plant.

Morphological/anatomical and physiological/biochemical differences affect uptake and

translocation, while metabolism and sequestration of the herbicide are affected only by

physiological/biochemical properties (Sterling and Hall 1997). Morphological factors

include leaf shape, presence of trichomes on the surface of the plant, and orientation of

leaves (upright versus flat), while anatomical differences include distribution of vascular

bundles, presence or absence of cambial tissue and location of meristematic tissue

(Sterling and Hall 1997). In general, auxinic herbicides are used to selectively kill

broadleaves in cereal crops. However, there are also differences in selectivity within

dicotyledonous species and within monocotyledonous species. Therefore, this section

will discuss the differences in selectivity between dicotyledonous and

monocotyledonous species, within dicotyledonous species, and within

monocotyledonous species.
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1.1.4.2.1 Dicotyledonous versus Monocotyledonous

Although some 4-subsituted phenoxypropionic acids applied post-emergence are

capable of selectively controlling grasses in dicot crops (Fletcher and Kirkwood 1982),

in general dicots are more susceptible to auxinic herbicides than monocots. Tolerance

of monocots to auxinic herbicides is generally thought to be due to differences in

morphology, anatomy, physiology and biochemistry, when compared to dicots.

1.1.4.2.1.1 Differences in morphology and anatomy

The main morphological/anatomical characteristics that may explain monocot

tolerance to auxinic herbicides are leaf orientation (morphology), site of the growing

point (anatomy) and vascular tissue arrangement (anatomy). Grass leaves are narrower

and have a steeper angle than dicot plants (Bovey 1980). Since auxinic herbicides are

generally applied as a foliar spray, the amount of herbicide sprayed on grasses may be

limited, because the leaves intercept fewer spray droplets of herbicide and these

droplets may also runoff the surface (Bovey 1980). Unlike dicots, the site of the

monocot apical meristematic tissue is protected by surrounding leaves at the base of

the plant during vegetative growth, when most auxinic herbicides are applied; therefore,

the herbicide does not come into direct contact with the meristem (Bovey 1980).

Furthermore, monocots are able to avoid phloem destruction caused by abnormal tissue

proliferation because of their vascular tissue arrangement: vascular tissues are found in

vascular bundles, the phloem is protected by sclerenchyma tissue, and the vascular

bundles are scattered throughout the stem (Sterling and Hall 1997). Finally, monocots
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lack auxinic herbicide sensitive cambium and pericycle tissues in their vascular bundles,

which are affected in dicots causing phloem crushing (Sterling and Hall 1997).

1.1.4.2.1.2 Differences in physiology and biochemistry

Absorption (physiological) and translocation (physiological) differences have been

found as mechanisms for auxinic herbicide tolerance in monocots. The absorption and

translocation of 2,4-D was slower in tolerant monocot crops wheat and corn than

susceptible dicot crop common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.; Fang et al. 1951; Fang and

Butts 1954). Conversely, when tolerant monocot crop sugarcane (Saccharum

officinarum L.) was compared with susceptible dicot crop common bean, the absorption

of 2,4-D was similar in both plants, but the translocation of 2,4-D in sugarcane was

slower than in common bean, with 7-fold more applied radioactive 2,4-D was retained in

the treated leaf of sugarcane than the treated leaf of common bean (Ashton 1958; van

Overbeek 1959). The results of Ashton (1958) were in agreement with Weintraub et al.

(1956, as cited by van Overbeek 1959) for 2,4-D tolerance: the tolerant crops oats

(Avena sativa L.), wheat and rice (Oryza sativa L.) only translocated 1% of the applied

radioactive 2,4-D compared with the susceptible crops common bean (P. vulgaris) and

soybean (Glycine max L.) which translocated 25% of the applied radioactive 2,4-D.

Although reduced translocation can account for auxinic herbicide tolerance in

monocots, metabolism (biochemical) is the primary mechanism for auxinic herbicide

tolerance in monocots. Auxinic herbicides readily undergo phase I metabolism

(oxidation and hydrolysis) and phase II metabolism (conjugation) in the plant (Hatzios

and Penner 1982). In tolerant monocot crops wheat and barley, metabolism is mainly
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through hydroxylation and conjugation of the hydroxylated intermediate to glucosides:

both are non-toxic metabolites (Van Eerd et al. 2003). Conversely, in the sensitive dicot

crop soybean, metabolism is limited and what metabolites occur are conjugations to

amino acids, which can be readily converted back to the herbicide via hydrolysis (Van

Eerd et al. 2003). Furthermore, these amino acid conjugates still have some herbicidal

activity, although it is substantially less than that of the original auxinic herbicide (Feung

et al. 1974).

1.1.4.2.2 Dicotyledonous versus Dicotyledonous

The two mechanisms that impart selectivity among dicots are differences in target-

site sensitivity and metabolism. As with selectivity between dicots and monocots, a

difference in metabolism is the primary mechanism of selectivity within dicots.

1.1.4.2.2.1 Differences in target-site sensitivity

Chemical structure differences found between and within families of the auxinic

herbicides play a role in the differential sensitivity of the target site. Differential target-

site sensitivity has been observed between the benzoic acid and pyridinecarboxylic acid

families and within the pyridinecarboxylic acid family in dicot crops and weed species.

Horsenettle (Solanum carolinense L.) is a deep-rooted weed; therefore, effective control

requires death of the root system. Previous studies have reported selective control of

horsenettle with the benzoic acid dicamba and the pyridinecarboxylic acids triclopyr and

picloram were based on shoot injury (Banks et al. 1977; Gorrell et al. 1978; Palmer and

Miears 1975, as cited by Gorrell et al. 1988). Gorrell et al. (1988) tested the control of
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dicamba, triclopyr and picloram on the root system of horsenettle. Out of the three

herbicides only picloram gave complete control of the shoot and root system: dicamba

and triclopyr gave control of the shoots but there was root regrowth (Gorrell et al. 1988).

However, there were no significant differences in uptake, translocation or metabolism

between dicamba-, triclopyr- or picloram treated horsenettle; therefore, Gorrell et al.

(1988) concluded selectivity may be due to a difference in target-site sensitivity to these

herbicides. Hall and Vanden Born (1988) found differences in target site sensitivity to

the two pyridinecarboxylic acids clopyralid and picloram in rapeseed: rapeseed is not

sensitive to clopyralid but uptake, translocation and metabolism could not account for

the picloram injury seen in rapeseed. Other species with suspected target-site

differences as a means of selectivity are hemp dogbane, which is controlled by the

pyridinecarboxylic acid fluroxypyr but not the pyridinecarboxylic acid clopyralid

(Orfanedes et al. 1993); and locoweed genera, where silky crazyweed (Oxytropise ricea

Nutt. ex T. & G.) is 10-fold more sensitive to increasing rates of picloram than woolly

loco (Astragalus mollissimus Torr.; Sterling and Jochem 1995).

1.1.4.2.2.2 Differences in metabolism

Within dicots, herbicides are metabolized through side chain degradation, side chain

lengthening, and conjugation. Red currant (Ribes rubrum L.) were more tolerant of 2,4-

D than black currant (Ribes nigrum L.) due to differences in side chain degradation: in

24 hours 50% of the acetic side chain was degraded in red currant, while only 2% of the

acetic side chain was degraded in black currant (Luckwill and Lloyd-Jones 1960).
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Side chain lengthening is a metabolic strategy for 2,4-DB tolerance in alfalfa

(Medicago sativa L.; Linscott et al. 1968) and 2,4-D tolerance in common bean

(Phaseolus vulgaris L.; Thomas and Loughman 1964). Alfalfa is able to add methylene

groups to the side-chain of 2,4-DB with fatty acid synthesis enzymes, thereby limiting

the quantity of 2,4-DB available for conversion via β-oxidation into active 2,4-D (Linscott

et al. 1968). Common bean is able to hydroxylate 2,4-D creating 2,3-dichloro-4-

hydroxyphenoxyacetic acid and 2,5-dichloro-4-hydroxyphenoxyacetic acid  by allowing

the hydroxyl group to shift one of the chlorines in a process known as the NIH shift,

since it was discovered in the laboratory at the National Institute of Health, USA

(Thomas and Loughman 1964). This hydroxyl group can subsequently undergo

conjugation to glucose.

As with selectivity between dicots and monocots, the conjugation to amino acids and

sugars is the most common metabolic mechanism. Amino acid conjugates with 2,4-D

and MCPA have been identified in several plant species, including peas (Pisum sativum

L.; Andreae and Good 1957; Collins and Gaunt 1970), currants (Ribes sp.; Luckwill and

Lloyd-Jones 1960), soybean (Feung et al. 1973), tobacco (Nicotiana tobacum L.; Feung

et al. 1975), common bean (Feung et al. 1975) and sunflower (Helianthus annum L.;

Feung et al. 1975). However, amino acid conjugates with 2,4-D retain some herbicidal

activity (Feung et al. 1977) or can be hydrolyzed to once again produce 2,4-D. Unlike

amino acid conjugates through the carboxy-group of the side chain and glucose esters,

all other glucose conjugates are a complete detoxification of the herbicide. Glucose

conjugation has been identified in several plant species: for instance, glucose
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conjugation with picloram was identified in rapeseed and sunflower (Hall and Vanden

Born 1988).

1.1.4.2.3 Monocotyledonous versus Monocotyledonous

The quinolinecarboxylic acid family has the ability to selectively kill not only broadleaf

weeds but also some weedy grass species, such as Echinochloa, Digitaria and Setaria

(Grossmann and Kwiatkowski 2000). Quinclorac (3,7-dichloro-8-quinolinecarboxylic

acid) enhances ethylene production via stimulation of ACC synthase in both susceptible

dicots and monocots (Berghaus and Wuerzer 1987; Grossmann and Scheltrup 1997).

Recently, reactive oxygen species (ROS) overproduction was observed in both

susceptible grass and broadleaf species as a result of quinclorac application that results

in death of dicots (Sunohara and Matsumoto 2004; Sunohara and Matsumoto 2008).

However, in susceptible monocots it is believed that ethylene is converted to cyanide,

which is the primary cause of death in grassy weeds (Grossmann and Kwiatkowski

2000).

1.1.4.2.3.1 Cyanide toxicity

A by-product of ethylene biosynthesis is cyanide. The difference in quinclorac

selectivity in some species may be due to cyanide detoxification capacity: susceptible

barnyardgrass (Echinochloa crus-galli L. Beauv.) has lower quantities of cyanide

detoxification enzyme β-cyanoaline synthase than tolerant rice (Oryza sativa L;

(Grossmann and Kwiatkowski 2000).
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1.1.4.2.3.2 ROS overproduction

Sunohara et al. (2010) investigated quinclorac sensitivity differences between two

grasses: quinclorac-susceptible Digitaria adscendens (H. B. K.) Henr. and quinclorac-

tolerant Eleusine indica L. Quinclorac injury in D. adscendens could not be fully

explained by ethylene production, so ROS overproduction was investigated through the

analysis of chlorophyll content and lipid peroxidation estimated by the formation of

thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances (TBARS). Chlorophyll content was reduced and

TBARS formation was enhanced in D. adscendens after quinclorac treatment, while

there was no effect on chlorophyll content or TBARS formation in quinclorac-tolerant E.

indica after quinclorac application (Sunohara et al. 2010). Therefore, Sunohara et al.

(2010) concluded that the differential sensitivity of D. adscendens and E. indica to

quinclorac may be related to differences in ethylene biosynthesis pathways and

oxidative actions.

1.1.5 Genetics of auxinic herbicide resistant-weeds

The mode of inheritance of auxinic herbicide resistance has been nuclearly-encoded

in all species studied to date and has been both polygenic and monogenic. Single,

dominant alleles are responsible for 2,4-D-, dicamba- and picloram-resistant wild

mustard (Sinapis arvensis L.; Jasieniuk et al. 1995; Jugulam et al. 2005) and dicamba-

resistant kochia (Kochia scoparia L.; Preston et al. 2009). A single, co-dominant allele is

responsible for 2,4-D-resistant prickly lettuce (Lactuca serriola L.; Riar et al. 2011). At

least two genes with additive effects are responsible for MCPA-resistant common

hempnettle (Galeopsis tetrahit L.; Weinberg et al. 2006). Single, recessive alleles are
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responsible for quinclorac-resistant false cleavers (Galium spurium L.; Van Eerd et al.

2004) and clopyralid- and picloram-resistant yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis L.;

Sabba et al. 2003).

1.1.6 Recent discovery of phenoxy-resistant wild radish biotypes

Auxinic herbicide resistance was discovered in wild radish in the Western Australian

wheatbelt (Walsh et al. 2004). In-crop selection pressures and adoption of reduced

tillage has resulted in multi-herbicide resistance in the wild radish population of the

Western Australian wheatbelt (Walsh et al. 2004). In addition to phenoxy auxinic

herbicide resistance, Walsh et al. (2004) identified varying levels of resistance to ALS-

inhibiting herbicides, phytoene desaturase (PDS)-inhibiting herbicides and photosystem

II (PS II)-inhibiting herbicides in wild radish biotypes from a field with more than 17

years of continuous lupin (Lupinus angustifolius L.)-wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)

cropping rotations under persistent herbicide selection pressure (combination of

glyphosate, triasulfuron and 2,4-D amine used during wheat cropping years with some

years having an addition of metasulfuron-methyl or chlorosufuron, or substituting 2,4-D

ester for 2,4-D amine; simazine and atrazine or simazine and difluenican were used

during lupin cropping years with some years having an addition of glyphosate).

Even though the wild radish biotypes have received only eight or nine 2,4-D amine

applications in the last 17 years, it is likely that the wild radish biotypes received

considerably more applications than reported, since 2,4-D has been used in the

Western Australia wheatbelt for more than 50 years (Walsh et al. 2004). However, the

proportion of resistant individuals remains relatively low, so the rate of evolution of 2,4-D
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resistance appears to be slow (Walsh et al. 2004). In a random survey across the

Western Australian wheatbelt in 2003, Walsh et al. (2004) confirmed the low percentage

of 2,4-D amine resistant wild radish populations (3% of the populations collected);

however, more than half of the wild radish populations are developing resistance (57%

of the populations collected).

1.2 Brassicaceae

1.2.1 Crop and weed species

The Brassicaceae family is comprised of 3709 species and 338 genera and has

many economically important plants (Gómez-Campo 1980; Warwick and Al-Shehbaz

2006). The tribe Brassiceae is one of 13 to 19 tribes and includes the genera Brassica

and Raphanus (Gómez-Campo 1980). The genus Brassica is composed of several

crops valued for their roots, stems, leaves, buds, flowers and/or seeds, while the genus

Raphanus is valued for its edible roots (Gómez-Campo 1980). The tribe Brassiceae

also includes several species of weeds, including wild mustard (Sinapis arvensis L.),

wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum L.) and wild rape (Brassica rapa L.), which

represent both an agricultural problem and a potential agronomic germplasm resource,

for example as donors of cytoplasmic male sterility, drought tolerance and disease

resistance (Gómez-Campo 1980; Warwick et al. 2009).

1.2.1.1 Natural and artificial hybridizations

The Brassicaceae family includes species developed by natural hybridizations of

several different agronomic species. Canola (Brassica napus L.; 2n=4x=38) is an
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example of a natural hybridization between diploid species B. oleracea (2n=2x=18) and

B. campestris (2n=2x=20). The Triangle of U (Figure 1.5) is a theory describing how the

interspecific crossing generated alloploids, species that have one or more sets of

chromosomes from two different species (U 1935).

To determine viable, interspecific Brassicaceae sp. crosses, the Triangle of U has

been used. Bing et al. (1995) demonstrated that gene transfer and the production of

interspecific hybrids between canola and wild mustard was possible. In addition, the

interspecific hybrids were fertile and backcrosses to canola were successful. Moreover,

interspecific crosses among other Brassicaceae species have been reported: Sinapis

arvensis x Brassica campestris var. pekinensis (Momotaz et al. 1998), B. carinata x S.

arvensis (Momotaz et al. 1998), B. maurorum x B. nigra (Chrungu et al. 1999) and B.

juncea x B. napus (Zhang et al. 2003). However, each of these cases required some

Brassica nigra
BB; 2n=2x=16
Black mustard

Brassica campestris
AA; 2n=2x=20
Chinese cabbage, turnip

Brassica oleracea
CC; 2n=2x=18
Cabbage, kale,
Brussels sprout

Brassica carinata
BBCC; 2n=4x=34
Ethiopian mustard

Brassica juncea
AABB; 2n=4x=36
Brown mustard

Brassica napus
AACC; 2n=4x=38
Rapeseed, canola

Figure 1.5: Triangle of U. Genome interrelationships based on meiotic analysis
describes the natural hybridizations within Brassicaceae (U 1935).
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form of embryo rescue. Momotaz et al. (1998) used direct ovule culture to rescue the

embryos of S. arvensis x Brassica campestris var. pekinensis and B. carinata x S.

arvensis and their reciprocal crosses; however, only B. carinata x S. arvensis was found

to be a true hybrid based on high pollen sterility, intermediate morphology and additive

isozyme banding patterns. Chrungu et al. (1999) also used both ovary and ovule culture

embryo rescue to generate B. maurorum x B. nigra F1 hybrids. The F1 hybrids only had

a mean of 1.3 bivalents; therefore, to create more bivalent chromosome pairings,

amphidiploidy was induced with colchicine, which increased the mean to 14.7 bivalents

(Chrungu et al. 1999). The B. maurorum x B. nigra amphidiploids had 64% pollen

fertility (Chrungu et al. 1999). Zhang et al. (2003) used direct ovule culture to generate

B. juncea x B. napus hybrids. Regardless of the culture media used, they found that by

culturing the ovules for 15 days after pollination a greater percentage of plant

regeneration occurred than if ovules were cultured for only 10 days after pollination.

Although embryo culture is a labour intensive method and there is a possibility of

producing pollen sterile hybrids or false hybrids, in many cases it does result in the

creation of new viable hybrids of potential agronomic merit.

Artificial hybridizations between radish (Raphanus sativus L.) and other Brassica

members have been produced without embryo rescue (Bett and Lydiate 2003; Harberd

and McArthur 1980; Olsson and Ellerström 1980). The interspecific hybridization

between R. sativus and B. oleracea to produce Raphanobrassica and between R.

sativus and B. campestris to produce Brassico-raphanus were produced in the late 19th

century and the early 20th century, respectively, before chromosome numbers and

genomic relationships between these species were known (Olsson and Ellerström
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1980). Bett and Lydiate (2003) made successful interspecific crosses between R.

sativus and R. raphanistrum and cytological observations confirmed strict bivalent

pairing between the nine R. sativus chromosomes and the nine R. raphanistrum

chromosomes.

1.2.2 Radish

1.2.2.1 Importance

Cultivated radish (Raphanus sativus L.) is an insect pollinated, out-crossing,

dicotyledonous, root vegetable crop. Radish is distributed world-wide and has broad

morphological variations depending on where it is grown (Yamagishi and Terachi 2003).

For instance, radish grown in western countries, such as Canada, are generally small-

rooted and only consumed in salads, while radishes grown in eastern countries, such as

China, are large-rooted and consumed as pickles, fresh vegetables and condiments

(Curtis 2003; Dixon 2007; Kaneko et al. 2007).

Although radish is a minor crop world-wide, it is an important crop in Asia. Radish

constitutes 2% (7 Mt/year) of total world-wide vegetable crop production (Dixon 2007).

In the USA, the radish crop was valued at US $50 million during 2000 and 2001 and

had an average import value of nearly US $13 million both in 2001 and 2003 (Lucier

and Jerardo 2004). In contrast, in Korea in 2003, radishes were the second major

vegetable crop after Chinese cabbage (B. campestris L. ssp. pekinensis Makino) with

production on 31,400 ha worth US $320 million (Park 2006).
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1.2.2.2 Breeding Strategies

Due to its long history of cultivation and wide diversity, the origins of cultivated radish

are unknown (Dixon 2007; Yamagishi and Terachi 2003). There is evidence, based on

structural differences in mitochondrial DNA, suggesting that there were multiple origins

of domestication of radish (Bett and Lydiate 2003; Yamagishi and Terachi 2003). It is

difficult to integrate desirable traits into radish, since there is no obvious wild progenitor

(Dixon 2007; Yamagishi and Terachi 2003). Since radish is a difficult species to

incorporate traits from other species, it has been proposed to create transgenic plants

using a ‘floral-dip’ method, thus avoiding less efficient plant tissue culture (Curtis and

Nam 2001; Curtis 2003). An alternative breeding option is to incorporate desirable traits

from closely related Brassicaceae species, such as wild radish, using conventional

breeding methods.

1.2.3 Wild radish

1.2.3.1 Origin, distribution and habit

Wild radish originates from the Mediterranean regions of Europe, the Middle East and

North Africa, and it has been introduced to temperate regions in both hemispheres

(Holm et al. 1997). In Canada, wild radish is thought to be an introduced species from

Europe and is found in all provinces, except for Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Yukon,

Northwest Territories and Nunavut (Warwick and Francis 2005). In Ontario, wild radish

is not abundant and is found in a few scattered locations in southern and eastern

regions (Alex 2001; Warwick and Francis 2005).
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Wild radish is usually an annual or winter annual weed with one generation per year

in Canada (Frankton and Mulligan 1987; Alex 2001). Other names for wild radish

include jointed charlock, jointed radish, jointed wild radish and white charlock

(Darbyshire 2003). Like cultivated radish, it is an insect-pollinated, outcrossing plant.

Unlike cultivated radish, it has a slender taproot (Alex 2001). Wild radish has an

indeterminate growth habit and grows to a height of 20 to 80 centimeters (Alex 2001;

Warwick and Francis 2005). Wild radish has a branched raceme inflorescence with

many flowers and plants start flowering between June and October in Ontario (Alex

2001; Warwick and Francis 2005)}. The flowers are commonly yellow but can also be

white with violet or purple-violet (Alex 2001; Warwick and Francis 2005). Wild radish

produces one to 10 seeds per silique, a seed pod common to the Brassicaceae family

(Alex 2001). When the siliques are mature and dried, they are woody and appear like a

“string of beads” with constricted segments containing one seed per compartment (Alex

2001; Warwick and Francis 2005).

1.3 Research hypotheses and objectives

The genetic basis for auxinic herbicide resistance and the mechanism of auxinic

herbicide resistance in wild radish (R. raphanistrum) is unknown. An understanding of

these would allow for appropriate resistance management strategies to be employed for

reducing the incidence and development of auxinic herbicide resistance in wild radish.

In addition, the emergence of a naturally occurring auxinic herbicide resistant wild

radish provides the opportunity to incorporate auxinic herbicide resistance into

cultivated radish using conventional breeding methods.
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It was hypothesized that the inheritance of auxinic herbicide resistance in wild radish

is conferred by a single, dominant nuclear gene and, therefore, will be relatively easy to

introgress from wild radish to cultivated radish; and the mechanism of auxinic herbicide

resistance in wild radish is through an altered target-site.

The main objectives were to determine the inheritance of auxinic herbicide resistance

in wild radish, to introgress auxinic herbicide resistance from wild radish into cultivated

radish through conventional breeding and to determine the mechanism of auxinic

herbicide resistance in wild radish.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Selection of homozygous wild radish lines

Auxinic herbicide resistant wild radish was discovered in the Western Australian

wheatbelt. Wild radish biotypes WARR6, WARR7, and WARR20 were donated by M. J.

Walsh (University of Western Australia, Crawley WA, Perth, Australia). The auxinic

herbicide-resistant biotypes were WARR6 and WARR20, and the auxinic herbicide

susceptible biotype was WARR7.

Seeds were sown into 3.5-inch plastic pots containing Sunshine Mix #4 (Sun Gro

Horticulture Canada Ltd., Seba Beach, AB) and were grown in a growth room

maintained at 23°C with a 16-h photoperiod and an average relative humidity of 55%.

The irradiance level was 250-260 μmol∙m-2 sec-1. Each pot contained one plant, and the

plants were irrigated with water as required and fertilized weekly with 20:8:20 (N:P:K).

Two dose-response experiments, one with 2,4-D amine 4 (449 g ae/L, Dow

AgriSciences, Indianapolis, IN) and the other with MCPA amine 500 (500 g ae/L, United
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Agri Products, Dorchester, ON), were conducted to select resistant individuals within the

resistant field populations, i.e. within biotypes WARR6 and WARR20, and to confirm the

susceptibility of biotype WARR7. The doses used for the 2,4-D dose-response

experiment were 0, 100, 250 or 500 g/ha, with four replicates of WARR7 and WARR20

and three replicates of WARR6 at each dose. The doses used for the MCPA dose-

response experiment were 0, 100, 250, 500 g/ha or 750 g/ha with four replicates of

WARR7 and WARR20 and three replicates of WARR6 at each dose. Plants at the 2-3

leaf stage of development were sprayed in a motorized hood sprayer equipped with a

flat fan nozzle (TeeJet 8002VS; TeeJet Technologies Harrisburg, Dillsburg, PA, USA)

calibrated to deliver 200 L/ha (2.25 kph, 165.47 kPA). Plants were recorded as alive or

dead at 2 weeks after treatment (WAT).

The self-pollinated generation 1 (S1) progeny of each biotype was created through

self-pollination (either through hand-pollination or self-pollination bags). The S1 progeny

for WARR6 and WARR20 were created from resistant individuals selected from plants

used in the dose-response experiments. The S1 progeny for WARR7 were created from

0 g/ha controls and untreated controls. The S1 progeny were then tested for

homozygosity by selection with 500 g/ha MCPA. The S1 progeny were kept separate

and allowed to open-pollinate.

2.2 Parental dose-response experiment

Two dose-response experiments using MCPA on resistant wild radish WARR6-26

(hereafter known as R) and susceptible wild radish WARR7-5 (hereafter known as S)

were conducted to determine the relative degree of resistance ratio for R plants.
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Plants were grown in controlled environment rooms as described previously. Plants

were sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage and harvested 2 WAT. In the first experiment the

doses of MCPA applied to S plants were 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 750 or 1000 g/ha,

with three replicates for each dose, while the doses applied to R were 0, 100, 250, 500,

750 or 1000 g/ha, with three replicate plants for each dose. In the second experiment,

the doses of MCPA applied to R and S plants were 0, 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750 or

1000 g/ha, with three replicates plants for each dose except 1000 g/ha where there

were six replicates. Plants were harvested at 2 WAT and dried at 60°C until fully

desiccated.

Non-linear regression analysis using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC), was

employed to test the correlation of the data with the four-parameter log-logistic model

equation (Equation 1) using PROC NLIN. The experimental unit was one wild radish

plant. The shoot dry weight parameter for each treated biotype was expressed as a

percentage of the average shoot dry weight of plants receiving the 0 g/ha dose (sprayed

with water). The y response and the x dose are related to the four parameters that

create the sigmoidal curve: C = lower limit, D = upper limit, b = slope, and I50 = dose

which results in 50% response (Seefeldt et al. 1995). The type I error rate was set to

0.05.

Equation 1: Four-parameter log-logistic model.

= + −1 + exp[ (log ( ) − log ( ))]
PROC NLIN was used to graph non-parallel (R b ≠ S b) or parallel (R b = S b)

sigmoidal curves for each parent. A lack-of-fit F test was used to determine whether the
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graphs were non-parallel or parallel (Seefeldt et al. 1995). The 95% confidence interval

was used to determine if the S GR50, the dose resulting in 50% growth reduction, was

significantly different from the R GR50. The level of resistance was determined by

Equation 2.

Equation 2: Relative degree of resistance ratio.

Relative degree of resistance ratio = Resistant plant (R) GrSusceptible plant (S) Gr
2.3 Inheritance and introgression of MCPA resistance

2.3.1 Generation of F1 hybrids and Dose-response experiment

The F1 hybrids were generated to investigate the inheritance of MCPA resistance in

wild radish and to begin the introgression of MCPA resistance into cultivated radish. To

investigate the inheritance of MCPA resistance in wild radish, reciprocal crosses

between resistant wild radish WARR6-26 (R) and susceptible wild radish WARR7-5 (S)

were conducted to generate F1 hybrids: where “A” hybrids were R (female) x S crosses

and “B” hybrids were S (female) x R crosses. To investigate the introgression of

resistance into cultivated radish, reciprocal crosses between R and susceptible radish

cultivars White Icicle (Stokes Seeds, Buffalo, NY) and Ikarus (University of Guelph,

Guelph, ON) were conducted to generate F1 hybrids: where “C” hybrids were R (female)

x White Icicle  crosses, “D” hybrids were White Icicle (female) x R crosses, “E” hybrids

were R (female) x Ikarus crosses and “G” hybrids were Ikarus (female) x R crosses.

In order to cross the plants and produce F1 hybrids, the flower buds one day from

opening on the female parent were emasculated and then pollinated using the flower of
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the male parent. To ensure no contamination with other pollen grains a waxed

pollination bag was placed over the pollinated flowers until immature siliques developed.

F1 hybrid seeds were sown into 3.5-inch plastic pots containing Sunshine Mix #4 and

were grown in the controlled environment of the greenhouse at 25°C with supplemental

lighting to achieve a 16h photoperiod. Plants were irrigated when necessary with

fertilizer 20:8:20 (N:P:K) and Plant-Prod chelated micronutrient mix (Plant Products Co.

Ltd., Brampton, ON).

F1 hybrids were sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage in to determine the dose-response

response to MCPA and to select the correct screening dose for F2 hybrids. The doses

used were 0, 100, 250 or 500 g/ha MCPA and treated in a dose-response as described

previously. A modified visual injury index scale (Behrens and Lueschen 1979) was used

to rate plants 1 WAT and 2 WAT, i.e., 0, no effect, plant normal; 10, slight crinkle of

newest leaf; 20, cupping of newest leaves, slight crinkle in older leaves, growth rate

normal; 30, two newest leaves cupped, expansion of newest leaves suppressed slightly;

40, malformation and growth suppression of two newest leaves, newest leaf size less

than one-half that of control; 50, no expansion of newest leaf, next oldest leaf one-half

that of control; 60, slight new growth, vigorous, malformed older rosette leaf

development; 70, newest leaf dead, substantial, strongly malformed, older rosette leaf

development; 80, limited rosette leaf growth, leaves present at the time of treatment

chlorotic with slight necrosis; 90, plant dying, leaves mostly necrotic; 100, plant dead.

A dose-response experiment using MCPA on reciprocal cross F1 hybrids “A” (R x S)

and “B” (S x R) was conducted to determine if the level of resistance in the hybrids was

statistically different, when R and S were used as controls. Plants were sprayed at the
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2-3 leaf stage and harvested 4 WAT. The F1 hybrid doses were 100, 250, 500, 750 or

1000 g/ha MCPA, with four replicates in each dose, with additional doses of 10 and 50

g/ha MCPA for controls. The parameter measured was shoot dry weight, which was

analyzed using PROC NLIN as described previously.

2.3.2 Generation of F2 hybrids and Screening experiment

F2 hybrids were created by self-pollination (i.e., by hand pollination) of F1 hybrid

plants as described previously. The resulting F2 progeny were grown in a 3:1 sandy

loam:sand mix in 280-cell trays on the misting bed until the first true leaf stage, after

which they were transplanted into 3.5” square pots and grown in the controlled

environment of the greenhouse at 25°C. Plants were irrigated when required with

fertilizer 20:8:20 (N:P:K).

At the 2-3 leaf stage of development, F2 plants from F1 plants that generated enough

seed to generate the number of plants (≥20 ) to confidently analyze using frequency

distribution and Chi-square tests (see following) were screened with 250 g/ha MCPA

using the motorized hood sprayer as described previously. Plants were returned to the

greenhouse to continue growth. Four WAT, plants were visually rated using the injury

index scale described previously and shoots were harvested to determine dry weights.

F2 plants were analyzed using frequency distribution of visual injury and Chi-square

tests. The visual injury data were used to determine the mode of inheritance of

resistance through frequency distribution of visual injury. For the Chi-square tests, the

visual injury was used to categorize resistant or susceptible plants, i.e., a visual injury

rating of equal to or less than 80 was considered a resistant plant and a visual injury of
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greater than 80 was considered a susceptible plant. The Chi-square test for

independence was used to test if resistance was nuclearly-encoded. The Chi-square

test for homogeneity was used to determine whether F2 plant data were able to be

pooled into one group to generate a more accurate Chi-square goodness-of-fit test. The

Chi-square goodness-of-fit test was used to determine if the F2 progeny were following

the expected 3:1 resistant:susceptible model, 3:1 susceptible:resistant model, 9:7

susceptible:resistant model or 15:1 susceptible resistant model. Type I error rate was

set to 0.05.

2.4 Mechanism of resistance

2.4.1 Radioactive MCPA

The ring labeled 4-chloro-2-methyl[14C]phenoxyacetic acid ([14C]MCPA; [ring-U-

14C]MCPA, CC-382, Institute of Isotopes Co., Ltd., Budapest, Hungary), with a specific

activity of 1,000 MBq/mmol, was dissolved in acetone and kept at -20°C.

2.4.2 Absorption and Translocation

The resistant wild radish WARR6-26 (R) and susceptible wild radish WARR7-5 (S)

plants were grown on a misting bench in 288-cell trays containing Sunshine Mix #4 until

the first true leaf stage of development. At the first true leaf stage, plants were

transferred into 3.5” square pots filled with Turface (MVP, Turface Athletics, Plant

Products Co. Ltd., Brampton, ON, Canada) and grown in the controlled environment

chamber maintained as described previously. Plants were irrigated when required and

fertilized weekly 20:8:20 (N:P:K).
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Plants were treated at the 2-3 leaf stage of development. An overspray of 250 g/ha

MCPA amine at was applied. One of the first leaves was covered with aluminum foil to

be used later as the leaf to receive [14C]MCPA, hereafter known as the treated leaf (TL).

Using a Wiretrol II 10µL micropipette (Wiretrol II, Drummond Scientific Company, cat#

21-176-2A, Fisher Scientific, Ottawa, ON, Canada) 10 μL of [14C]MCPA treatment

solution containing 3,333 Bq was applied to the adaxial side of the treated leaf as five 2-

μL droplets on either side of the midrib. Plants were returned to the controlled growth

chamber environment until plants were harvested 6-, 24-, 48- and 72 hours after

treatment (HAT). The plant was dissected into plant parts or zones: treated leaf (TL),

tissue above treated leaf (AT), tissue below treated leaf excluding the root (BT) and

root. After harvest, the treated leaf was rinsed twice with 5 mL of wash solution

containing 20% ethanol, 0.5% Tween 20 and 80% deionized water (v:v:v). Leaf rinse

(14C not absorbed by plant) was determined by adding approximately 5 mL of Ecolite®

(MP Biomedicals, cat# 88247504, Fisher Scientific, Ottawa, ON, Canada) to each of the

two 5-mL TL rinsates and radioactivity was assayed by liquid scintillation spectrometry

(LSS; Model LS6K Liquid Scintillation Analyzer, Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton,

CA). Each plant part was wrapped in Kimwipes® papers (Kimberly Clark, cat# S47299,

Fisher Scientific, Ottawa, ON, Canada) and dried at 60°C. Each of the dissected plant

parts was combusted to 14CO2 with a biological oxidizer (OX500, R. J. Harvey

Instrument Co., Hillsdale, NJ). Each sample was combusted for 3 minutes at 890°C and

665°C, combustion and catalyst zone, respectively, with gas flow rates of 350 cc/min for

O2 and N2. The 14CO2 was collected in 10 mL of Carbon-14 Cocktail (OX-161, R. J.
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Harvey Instrument Co., Hillsdale, NJ) and assayed by LSS. The recovery efficiency was

97%, which was determined by combusting a known quantity of radioactivity.

The total 14C applied, 14C absorbed by the plant, and total percent 14C recovered

were calculated. The total 14C applied was determined to be the average of the [14C]

recovered at 6- and 24 HAT. The 14C absorbed by the plant was determined by

subtracting leaf rinse from 100% total 14C applied. Total percent 14C recovered was

calculated by adding all 14C of the plant parts plus leaf rinse. All results were expressed

as a percentage of total [14C]MCPA applied.

2.4.3 Metabolism

The R and S plants were grown, treated and harvested as described previously. The

whole plant was harvested at 48 HAT and stored individually at -20°C in aluminum foil

until radioactive MCPA and its metabolites were extracted. The frozen plant was ground

with a pestle in a mortar containing acetone. When the tissue was ground into fine

particles, it was filtered through a Whatman #1 filter paper contained in a Buchner

funnel into a flask under vacuum. The filtrate collected was transferred into a glass test

tube. The filter paper and vacuum flask were rinsed with approximately 5 mL of acetone

and added to the test tube. The filter paper and solid plant material were wrapped in

aluminum foil and stored at 4°C. The filtrate was evaporated under air in a 40°C water

bath until 0.5-1 mL remained in the test tube, prior to being transferred to a 2-mL

microcentrifuge tube. The test tube was rinsed with approximately 0.5 mL of acetone 2-

3 times and was added to the microcentrifuge tube. Each microcentrifuge tube was

spun at 14,000 rpm for 4 minutes and the supernatant transferred to microfuge tube.
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Supernatant was stored at -20°C until it was analyzed by thin-layer chromatography

(TLC) and high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).

2.4.3.1 TLC

[14C]MCPA and its [14C]metabolites were separated using normal phase TLC on

flexible, aluminum backed, 20 cm x 20 cm silica gel plates (TLC AL-SIL-F, cat# 4220-

222, Whatman International Ltd., Kent, U.K.) using the method of Weinberg et al.

(2006). The mobile phase was a mixture of methylene chloride, methanol, acetone and

glacial acetic acid (8:1:0.5:1 v:v:v:v). Portions of 50 μL of the extract solution were

loaded with a Wiretrol II 50 μL micropipette 2 cm above the bottom edge of the plate in

14 mm wide lanes. Two standards of 1 μL [14C]MCPA in 9 μL acetone were also loaded.

The loaded plates were air dried at room temperature. The dry, loaded plate was then

placed in the TLC developing tank containing the mobile phase with a depth of 5 mm.

The plates were developed until the mobile phase traveled ca.175 mm above the

loading line for resistant plant extract and 155 mm above the loading line for the

susceptible plant extract. For the resistant plant TLC plate, each lane was divided into

17 1-cm sections, starting 5 mm below the loading line. For the susceptible plant TLC

plate, each lane was divided into 15 1-cm sections, starting 5 mm below the loading

line. The silica gel from each section was scraped from the plate using a razor blade

and placed into 7-mL scintillation vials filled with Ecolite® and radioactivity was

determined by LSS.
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2.4.3.2 HPLC

A 100 μL portion of plant extract was analyzed by reverse phase HPLC on an Agilent

1100 series HPLC (Agilent Technologies Inc., Alpharetta, GA, USA) equipped with a

Thermo Scientific Hypersil BDS 3 μm C18 HPLC column (3 μm particle size; 4.6- x 100

mm; cat# 03-050-116, Fisher Scientific Company, Ottawa, ON). The three mobile

phases were A, B and C: where A was 100% acetonitrile, B was 100% methanol and C

was 0.1% formic acid in water. The chromatographic conditions started with 0% A, 20%

B and 80% C and over 15 minutes pumped in a linear gradient to 90% A, 5% B and 5%

C. From 15 minutes until 18 minutes, the mobile phases were maintained at 90% A, 5%

B and 5% C. Between 18 and 18.20 minutes, the mobile phases were returned in a

linear gradient to the original conditions of 0% A, 20% B and 80% C and maintained

until 25.10 minutes. The flow rate was 0.1 ml/minute. The column temperature was

maintained at ambient room temperature (20 ± 3°C). [14C]MCPA and its radiolabeled

metabolites were detected and quantified by a radioflow detector cell type Z (LB 508,

Berthold Technologies GmbH & Co. KG, 75323 Bad Wildbad, Germany) with a cell

volume of 1000 μL for nucleide 14C. The counting efficiency was 80%. Background

noise was considered any response under 350 dpm (disintegrations per minute).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Selection of homozygous parental wild radish lines

Two dose-response experiments were conducted using 2,4-D and MCPA to screen

for resistant individuals from field populations of biotypes WARR6 and WARR20 and

confirm susceptibility of individuals from a field population of biotype WARR7. Based on
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visual inspection of resistant (R) and susceptible (S) individuals in both dose-response

experiments, MCPA was chosen for further experimentation because injury differences

between resistant and susceptible were more pronounced when 500 g/ha MCPA was

used for screening as opposed to the same dose of 2,4-D.

To generate homozygous parental wild radish lines, individual plants from biotypes

WARR6, WARR7 and WARR20 were self-pollinated and seed was collected and

germinated. The resulting plants (3 to 9) were sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage with 500

g/ha MCPA and the genotype of the original plant was inferred from the ratio of resistant

to susceptible plants (Table 3.1). Parents used for further experimentation should be

true breeding for resistance or susceptibility depending on the biotype (R vs. S). There

was more genetic variability in both of the resistant biotypes WARR6 and WARR20 than

susceptible biotype WARR7. All WARR7 plants tested were homozygous susceptible

(rr), as expected. Although the resistance was thought to be uniform in WARR6 and

WARR20 biotypes, it was not; because WARR6 # 36 and WARR20 #1 had half

susceptible and half resistant plants, which suggested that they were heterozygous (Rr)

for resistance. There were two WARR6 plants, #26 and #28, that were homozygous

resistant (RR). There were susceptible individuals found in both WARR6 and WARR20

biotypes.

On the basis of visual inspection of progeny from self-pollinations of WARR6 #26

(WARR6-26) and WARR6 #28 (WARR6-28) that were treated with MCPA, WARR6-26

showed the greatest resistance. Therefore, WARR6-26 was chosen as the resistant (R)

parent. On the basis of total seed yield from WARR7 lines, WARR7 #5 (WARR7-5) was

chosen as the susceptible (S) parent. Thus, the parents WARR6-26 and WARR7-5
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were used in further experimentation to determine i) the relative degree of resistance

using dose-response analysis, ii) the mechanism of action of MCPA resistance in wild

radish, iii) the mode of inheritance of the resistance trait in wild radish and iv) the

potential of introgressing the resistance trait from wild radish to cultivated radish.
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Table 3.1: Phenotypic characterization of wild populations of wild radish. Three to nine
plants from each Walsh biotype were self-pollinated. The resulting S1 (self-pollinated generation
1) progeny were screened for homozygosity (i.e., susceptibility or resistance) using 500 g/ha
MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage. Individual S1 plants in each line were scored as
resistant or susceptible two weeks after treatment by visual assessment: plants that were dead
or dying were designated as susceptible phenotype (S) and plants that were living were
designated as resistant phenotype (R).

Observed S1 phenotype
Walsh biotypea Plantb R S Total Suggested genotypec

WARR7 #5 0 11 11 rr
#25 0 12 12 rr
#26 0 11 11 rr

WARR6 #3 2 10 12 Rr
#8 0 9 9 rr
#26 31 0 31 RR
#28 30 0 30 RR
#29 0 10 10 rr
#30 0 11 11 rr
#36 8 7 15 Rr

WARR20 #1 8 6 14 Rr
#2 1 3 4 Rr
#3 1 6 7 Rr
#10 2 4 6 Rr
#18 12 5 17 Rr
#20 0 10 10 rr
#32 0 5 5 rr
#34 4 2 6 Rr
#35 5 12 17 Rr

a Seeds from three WARR (Western Australian Raphanus raphanistrum) biotype collections were
acquired from Walsh (Walsh et al. 2004).

b Individuals from each biotype were given a number for identification.
c Genotype was inferred from the ratio of resistant to susceptible plants.
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3.2 Parental wild radish lines: morphology and relative degree of resistance

The untreated parental controls of R (WARR6-26) and S (WARR7-5) had different

morphologies. The R plants were shorter than S plants and had dark leaves with a

serrated leaf margin Also, R plants germinated 2-3 days later than S plants. Finally, R

plants had a lower average accumulation of shoot dry matter than S plants.

The relative degree of resistance of R was determined through dose-response

analyses. The GR50 values of S and R with their 95% confidence intervals in

parentheses were 17.4 g ae/ha MCPA (6.7, 28.2) and 125.2 g ae/ha MCPA (53.9,

196.6), respectively, and are considered to be significantly different at the 5%

significance level because their 95% confidence intervals do not overlap (Figure 3.1).

On the basis of GR50 values, the resistance ratio (R/S; Equation 2) was 7.2 when

harvested 2 weeks after treatment (WAT).

The S plants showed injury one day after treatment and all plants were dead by 2

WAT. Although no R plants died after treatment, more than 2 weeks were required for

the plants to fully recover. Consequently, the dose-response analysis was extended to 4

WAT (Figure 3.2). The GR50 values of S and R with their 95% confidence intervals in

parentheses are 19.7 g ae/ha MCPA (3.8, 35.7) and 229.9 g ae/ha MCPA (87.2, 372.6),

respectively, and are significantly different at the 5% significance level because their

95% confidence intervals did not overlap. On the basis of GR50 values, the R/S was

11.9 when harvested 4 WAT.
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Figure 3.1: Dose-response curves for the two wild radish parents (R vs. S) 2 weeks after
treatment. R (resistant wild radish parent WARR6-26; “●” with a solid dose-response curve
line) and S (susceptible wild radish parent WARR7-5; “○” with a dotted dose-response curve
line) mean shoot dry weights (as percent of mean water-treated control) with the error bars
representing the standard error of mean (SEM) The GR50 values with 95% confidence intervals
are shown graphically as horizontal lines for R and S. Plants were treated with MCPA amine
(500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage.
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Figure 3.2: Dose-response curves for the two wild radish parents (R vs. S) 4 weeks after
treatment. R (resistant wild radish parent WARR6-26; “●” with a solid dose-response curve line)
and S (susceptible wild radish parent WARR7-5; “○” with a dotted dose-response curve line)
mean shoot dry weight (as percent of mean water-treated control) with the error bars
representing standard error of mean (SEM). The GR50 values with 95% confidence intervals are
shown graphically as horizontal lines for R and S. Plants were treated with MCPA amine (500 g
ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage.
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3.3 Inheritance of MCPA resistance in wild radish

3.3.1 Generation of F1 hybrids

F1 hybrids were generated through reciprocal crosses of WARR6-26 (R) and

WARR7-5 (S): “A” hybrids were crosses of R (female) x S, and “B” hybrids were crosses

of S (female) x R. The F1 hybrids were used to determine the critical screening dose for

F2 progeny, the preliminary mode of inheritance of the resistance trait (i.e., whether

maternally inherited or nuclearly-encoded), and their relative resistance to MCPA. Two

dose-response experiments were conducted with different harvest times and the data

was analyzed. The visual injury data were examined in terms of categorizing into

observed phenotype 2 weeks after treatment (WAT; Error! Reference source not

found.), exact visual injury 1 and 2 WAT (Figure 3.3), and frequency distribution of

visual injury 2 WAT (Figure 3.4) to determine both the critical screening dose for F2

progeny and the mode of inheritance of the resistance trait. In dose-response

experiment 2, the dry weight data were examined in terms of GR50 values (Error!

Reference source not found.) to determine the critical screening dose for F2 progeny

and the relative resistance of “A” and “B” hybrids to MCPA.

The “A” and “B” F1 hybrids appeared to be following a qualitative mode of inheritance.

The data was categorized into resistant or susceptible observed phenotype based on

visual injury rating (Error! Reference source not found.). At all doses tested, the F1

hybrids were resistant, regardless of whether R was used as a female or male,

suggesting resistance is conferred by a single, dominant nuclear gene (Error!

Reference source not found.). However, when exact visual injury, relative resistance

and frequency distributions were analyzed, the “A” and “B” F1 hybrids were not following
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the expected nuclearly-encoded, single gene inheritance with dominance effects. Co-

dominance was suggested by examination of exact visual injury

Table 3.2: Observed phenotype of “A” and “B” F1 hybrids 2 weeks after treatment. Plants
were sprayed with MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage.

Observed phenotypic ratiob

Dose (g/ha) Parent or hybrida resistant susceptible total
0 R (WARR6-26) 6 0 6

S (WARR7-5) 6 0 6

A F1 hybrids (female R) 3 0 3
B F1 hybrids (male R) 3 0 3
Total 6 0 6

100 R 6 0 6
S 0 6 6

A F1 hybrids 12 0 12
B F1 hybrids 6 0 6
Total 18 0 18

250 R 6 0 6
S 0 6 6

A F1 hybrids 12 0 12
B F1 hybrids 6 0 6
Total 18 0 18

500 R 5 1 6
S 0 6 6

A F1 hybrids 12 0 12
B F1 hybrids 6 0 6
Total 18 0 18

a “A” hybrids are R (WARR6-26) x S (WARR7-5) crosses, and “B” hybrids are S x R crosses.
b The individuals were separated into the categories of resistant or susceptible based on visual injury
ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead). A plant with a visual injury rating less than or equal to 80 was
considered resistant.
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analysis which showed intermediate injury (Figure 3.3) and intermediate relative

resistance to MCPA although an exact R/S could not be determined since the 95%

confidence intervals of R and hybrids overlapped (Error! Reference source not

found.). The frequency distribution allowed for identification of qualitative traits (i.e.,

complete or incomplete dominance). If resistance was dominant, the majority of the F1

hybrids would have visual injury ratings close to the R. If resistance was additive, the F1

hybrids would have visual injury ratings that were intermediate between the R and S. If

resistance was partially dominant, the F1 hybrids would appear shifted from the middle

towards the R. Maternal inheritance and incomplete dominance was suggested by

examination of frequency distribution: additive (Figure 3.4, A) or additive to partially

dominant (Figure 3.4, B) depending on the direction of the cross (i.e., an effect of

maternal inheritance). All F1 hybrid analyses indicated that the critical screening dose

for F2 progeny was close to 250 g/ha.
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A)

B)

Figure 3.3: Visual injury of “A” and “B” F1 hybrids 1 and 2 weeks after treatment. A) 1
week after treatment (WAT) and B) 2 WAT. Reciprocal cross hybrids of “A” [R (WARR6-26) x S
(WARR7-5)] and “B” (S x R) with R and S as controls. Visual injury at each dose was an
average of 3 replicates with error bars as standard error of means (SEM).
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Table 3.3: Dose-response for “A” and “B” F1 hybrids, using shoot dry weight 4 weeks
after treatment. Plants were sprayed with MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage using
parents R and S as controls.

Parent or F1 hybrida GR50
b 95% Confidence Interval

S (WARR7-5) 19.7 (8.0) 3.8 35.7

R (WARR6-26) 229.9 (71.8) 87.2 372.6

“A” 64.4 (30.1) 4.7 124.2

“B” 79.5 (34.3) 11.4 147.5

a “A” F1 hybrid (R x S) and “B” F1 hybrid (S x R). See Figure 3.2 for dose-response curves for R and S.
b GR50 values with standard error in parentheses.
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A)

B)

Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of “A” and “B” F1 hybrids, using visual injury rating 2
weeks after treatment. A) “A” hybrid [R (WARR6-26) x S (WARR7-5); n = 12] and B) “B” hybrid
(S x R; n = 6). F1 hybrids are graphically represented as gray hatched histogram bars showing
the frequency of visual injury symptoms. R mean visual injury was graphically represented as
“●” with error bars representing the standard error of the mean (SEM). S mean visual injury was
graphically represented as “○” with error bars representing the SEM.
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3.3.2 Generation of F2 progeny

The F2 progeny was generated by self-pollinating F1 plants (i.e., hybrids “A” and “B”),

which survived the 250 g/ha MCPA or 500 g/ha MCPA in the dose-response experiment

used to confirm the critical MCPA dose for screening (section 3.3.1). Only two F1

hybrids, A20 and B27, generated a sufficient number of plants (n > 20) to be analyzed

with confidence by Chi-square tests for segregation ratios.

3.3.2.1 Determination of mode of inheritance using F2 progeny

To determine the mode of inheritance of the resistance, the F2 progeny was screened

at 250 g/ha MCPA and visual injury was analyzed using frequency distributions (Figure

3.5) and the Chi-square tests for independence (
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Table 3.4), homogeneity (Table 3.5) and goodness-of-fit test for inheritance models

(Table 3.6).

The frequency distribution of the visual injury ratings of F2 progeny was plotted with R

and S as controls (Figure 3.5). There were differences in frequency distribution between

the F2 progeny: there were discrete classes in A20, but there were no discrete classes

in the F2 progeny of B27. Also the F2 distribution for population A20 suggested

dominance for susceptible reaction (Figure 3.5, A), whereas the F2 distribution for

population B27 suggested quantitative inheritance caused by multiple minor gene

effects (Figure 3.5, B). These hypotheses were tested using Chi-square analysis.

The F2 progeny of A20 and B27 were analyzed using Chi-square test for

independence (
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Table 3.4), homogeneity (Table 3.5) and goodness-of-fit for inheritance models

(Table 3.6). The Chi-square test for independence suggested that the resistance trait

was nuclearly-encoded, since F2 progeny produced resistant progeny

A)

B)

Figure 3.5: Frequency distribution of “A” and “B” F2 progeny, using visual injury rating 4
weeks after treatment. A) F2 progeny (n = 24) of A20 [R (WARR6-26) x WARR7-5 (S), plant
#20] and B) F2 progeny (n = 21) of B27 (S x R, plant #27). Visual injury frequency of F2 progeny
were graphically represented as gray hatched histogram bars. Mean visual injury for R was
graphically represented as “●” with error bars representing the standard error of the mean
(SEM). Mean visual injury for S was graphically represented as “○” with error bars representing
the SEM.
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regardless of whether the resistant parent was female or a male (
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Table 3.4). To confirm the F2 progeny of A20 and B27 were from a homogenous group

so that data could be pooled to create a larger sample size for the Chi-square

goodness-of-fit test, the F2 progeny were analyzed with the Chi-square test for

homogeneity (Table 3.5). The A20 and B27 F2 progeny data were found to

homogeneous and data were pooled. The pooled F2 progeny failed to follow the

expected 3:1 resistant:susceptible segregation model in the Chi-square goodness-of-fit

test, which suggested that resistance was not dominant (Table 3.6). The pooled F2

progeny did not fit the 3:1 susceptible:resistant segregation ratio for a single, dominant

gene conferring susceptibility or the 15:1 susceptible:resistant segregation ratio for a

two genes with epistatic effects conferring resistance as determined by the Chi-square

goodness-of-fit test (Table 3.6).
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Table 3.4: Chi-square test for independence at the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny
of A20 and B27 were sprayed with 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage.
The individuals were separated into the categories of resistant or susceptible based on visual
injury ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

Table 3.5: Chi-square test for homogeneity at the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny of
A20 and B27 were sprayed 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage. The
individuals were separated into the categories of resistant or susceptible based on visual injury
ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

Chi-square test for independence

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype Independence
Resistant
Parenta resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 p-valuec

Female 3 21 24 3.13 20.87
Male 3 19 22 2.87 19.13
total 6 40 46 0.013 0.909

a A20 F1 hybrid had a female resistant parent (R; WARR6-26). B27 F1 hybrid had a male resistant parent
(R; WARR6-26).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq

Chi-square test for homogeneity

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype Homogeneity
F2 progeny ofa resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 p-valuec

A20 3 21 24 3.13 20.87
B27 3 19 22 2.87 19.13
total 6 40 46 0.013 0.909

a A20 F1 hybrid [R (WARR6-26 ) x S (WARR7-5)]. B27 F1 hybrid (S x R).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq
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Table 3.6: Chi-square goodness-of-fit test: testing for inheritance models for pooled F2
progeny of A20 and B27 at the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny of A20 and B27 were
pooled based on homogeneous segregation. The individuals were separated into the categories
of resistant or susceptible based on visual injury ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

Chi-square goodness-of-fit test on pooled F2 progeny

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype
F2 progeny ofa resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 p-valuec

Expected 3:1
resistant:susceptible
A20 3 21 24
B27 3 19 22
Pooled 6 40 46 34.5 11.5 36.61 <0.0001d

Expected 1:3
resistant:susceptible
A20 3 21 24
B27 3 19 22
Pooled 6 40 46 11.5 34.5 11.6 0.0007d

Expected 1:15
resistant:susceptible
A20 3 21 24
B27 3 19 22
Pooled 6 40 46 2.9 43.1 11.4 0.0007d

a A20 F1 hybrid [R (WARR6-26 ) x S (WARR7-5)]. B27 F1 hybrid (S x R).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq
d Indicates a significant p-value at the 95% confidence interval
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3.4 Introgression of MCPA resistance into cultivated radish

3.4.1 Generation of F1 hybrids

The cultivated radishes chosen for introgression of the MCPA resistance trait were of

two different types: cv. White Icicle is a vegetable-type radish cultivar, while the cv.

Ikarus is an oilseed-type radish cultivar. F1 hybrids were generated through reciprocal

crosses of resistant wild radish WARR6-26 (R) x cv. White Icicle and R x cv. Ikarus: “C”

hybrids were crosses of R (female) x White Icicle, “D” hybrids were crosses of White

Icicle (female) x R, “E” hybrids were crosses of R (female) x Ikarus and “G” hybrids

were crosses of Ikarus (female) x R. The F1 hybrids were used to confirm the critical

screening dose for F2 progeny and to determine the preliminary mode of inheritance of

the resistance trait (i.e., whether maternally inherited or nuclearly-encoded).

The visual injury data collected from a dose-response experiment were analyzed

through categorizing into observed phenotype 2 weeks after treatment (WAT; Table

3.7), exact visual injury 1 and 2 WAT (Figure 3.6; Figure 3.7) and frequency distribution

of visual injury 2 WAT (Figure 3.8). As seen with the “A” [R x susceptible wild radish

WARR7-5 (S)] and “B” (S x R) F1 hybrids previously shown in section 3.3.1, the “C”, “D”,

“E” and “G” F1 hybrids appeared to be following a qualitative mode of inheritance,

though not following the expected nuclearly-encoded, single gene inheritance with

dominant effects.

The data was categorized into resistant or susceptible observed phenotype based on

visual injury rating (Table 3.7). At all doses tested, the F1 hybrids were resistant

regardless of whether their resistant parent was female or male, suggesting a single,

dominant nuclear gene conferring resistance in wild radish.
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Table 3.7: Observed phenotype of “C”, “D”, “E” and “G” F1 hybrids 2 weeks after treatment. Plants
were sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage with MCPA amine (500 g ae/L).

Observed phenotypic ratiob

Dose (g/ha) Parent or hybrida resistant susceptible total
0 R (WARR6-26 ) 12 0 12

cv. White Icicle (susceptible parent) 6 0 6
cv. Ikarus (susceptible parent) 6 0 6

“C” F1 hybrids (female R parent) 3 0 3
“D” F1 hybrids (male R parent) 3 0 3
“E” F1 hybrids (female R parent) 3 0 3
“G” F1 hybrids (male R parent) 3 0 3
Total 12 0 12

100 R 11 0 11
cv. White Icicle 3 3 6
cv. Ikarus 4 2 6

“C” F1 hybrids 11 0 11
“D” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
“E” F1 hybrids 10 0 10
“G” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
Total 45 0 45

250 R 12 0 12
cv. White Icicle 0 6 6
cv. Ikarus 0 6 6

“C” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
“D” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
“E” F1 hybrids 10 0 10
“G” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
Total 46 0 46

500 R 12 0 12
cv. White Icicle 0 6 6
cv. Ikarus 0 6 6

“C” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
“D” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
“E” F1 hybrids 10 0 10
“G” F1 hybrids 12 0 12
Total 46 0 46

a “C” hybrids are R (WARR6-26) x White Icicle crosses, “D” hybrids are White Icicle x R crosses, “E”
hybrids are R x Ikarus crosses and “G” hybrids are Ikarus x R crosses.

b The individuals were separated into the categories of resistant or susceptible based on visual injury
ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead). A plant with a visual injury rating less than or equal to 80 was
considered resistant.
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However, when exact visual injury and frequency distributions were analyzed, the

“C”, “D”, “E” and “G” F1 hybrids were not following the expected nuclearly-encoded,

single gene inheritance with dominance effects. Co-dominance was suggested by

examination of exact visual injury analysis of “C”, “D”, “E” and “G” hybrids, which

showed intermediate injury (Figure 3.6; Figure 3.7). The frequency distribution allows for

identification of qualitative traits (i.e., complete or incomplete dominance). If resistance

was dominant, the majority of the F1 hybrids would have visual injury ratings close to the

R. If resistance was additive, the F1 hybrids would have visual injury ratings that were

intermediate between the R and S. If resistance was partially dominant, the F1 hybrids

would appear shifted from the middle towards the R. Maternal inheritance and

incomplete dominance or dominance was suggested by examination of frequency

distribution: the resistance trait in “C” hybrid was dominant (Figure 3.8, A) and “D”

hybrid was additive (Figure 3.8, B), while the resistance trait in “E” and “G” hybrids was

dominant (Figure 3.8). All F1 hybrid analyses indicated that the critical screening dose

for F2 progeny was close to 250 g/ha.
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Figure 3.6: Visual injury of “C” and “D” F1 hybrids 1 and 2 weeks after treatment. A) 1
week after treatment (WAT) and B) 2 WAT. Reciprocal cross hybrids of “C” [R (WARR6-26) x
cv. White Icicle] and “D” (cv. White Icicle x R) with R and cv. White Icicle as controls. Error bars
are standard error of means (SEM). Note: Visual Injury axis extended to 120 only to show error
bars.

A)

B)
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Figure 3.7: Visual injury of “E” and “G” F1 hybrids 1 and 2 weeks after treatment. A) 1
week after treatment (WAT) and B) 2 WAT. Reciprocal cross hybrids of “E” [R (WARR6-26) x cv.
Ikarus] and “G” (cv. Ikarus x R) with R and cv. Ikarus as controls. Error bars are standard error
of means (SEM). Note: Visual Injury axis extended to 120 only to show error bars.

A)

B)
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A) B)

C)

)

D)

Figure 3.8: Frequency distribution of “C”, “D”, “E” and “G” F1 hybrids, using visual injury
rating 2 weeks after treatment. A) “C” hybrid [R (WARR6-26) x cv. White Icicle; n = 12], B) “D”
hybrid (cv. White Icicle x R; n = 12), C) “E” hybrid (R x cv. Ikarus; n = 10) and D) “G” hybrid (cv.
Ikarus x R; n = 12). F1 hybrids were graphically represented as gray hatched histogram bars. R
mean visual injury was graphically represented as “●” with error bars as standard error of the
mean (SEM). S (WARR7-5) mean visual injury was graphically represented as “○” with error
bars as SEM. Plants were sprayed with 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf
stage.
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3.4.2 Generation of F2 progeny

The F2 progeny were generated by self-pollinating F1 plants (i.e., hybrids “C”, “D”, “E”

and “G”), which survived the 250 g/ha MCPA or 500 g/ha MCPA in the dose-response

experiment used to confirm the critical dose for screening (section 3.4.1). Only five F2

progeny from C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29 F1 hybrids generated a sufficient number of

plants (n > 20) to be analyzed with confidence by Chi-square tests for segregation

ratios.

3.4.2.1 Determination of mode of inheritance

To determine the mode of inheritance of the resistance, the F2 progeny was screened

at 250 g/ha MCPA and visual injury was analyzed using frequency distributions (Figure

3.9) and the Chi-square tests for independence (Table 3.8), homogeneity (Table 3.9)

and goodness-of-fit test for inheritance models (Table 3.10).

The frequency distribution of injury of F2 progeny sprayed with 250 g/ha MCPA were

plotted with R and S as controls. S was chosen to be the control since it had injury

responses similar to the susceptible parents cv. White Icicle and cv. Ikarus. The

frequency distributions of F2 progeny of D3 (Figure 3.9, B) and E20 (Figure 3.9, C)

suggested there were discrete phenotypic groups, with the frequency distribution of E20

indicating that the resistance trait was due to a dominant gene with some minor effects.

The frequency distributions of F2 progeny of C9, G24 and G29 suggested that

resistance was due to quantitative genetics, since there were no discrete classes

(Figure 3.9, A, D and E, respectively).
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A)

Figure 3.9: Frequency distribution of F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29, using
visual injury rating 4 weeks after treatment. A) F2 progeny  of C9 [R (WARR6-26 ) x White
Icicle, plant #9; n = 21], B) F2 progeny of D3 (White Icicle x R, plant #3; n = 21), C) F2 progeny of
E20 (R x Ikarus, plant #20; n = 22), D) F2 progeny of G24 (Ikarus x R, plant #24; n = 21) and E)
F2 progeny of G29 (Ikarus x R, plant #29; n = 21).The frequency distribution of F2 progeny were
graphically represented as gray hatched histogram bars. Mean visual injury of R was graphically
represented as “●” with error bars representing the standard error of the mean (SEM). Mean
visual injury of S (WARR7-5) was graphically represented as “○” with error bars representing the
SEM. Plants were sprayed with 250 g/ha of MCPA amine (500 g ae/L) at the 2-3 leaf stage.

C)

E)

B)

D)
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The F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29 were of sufficient size (n > 20) to

analyze using Chi-square test for independence (Table 3.8), homogeneity (Table 3.9)

and goodness-of-fit test for inheritance models (Table 3.10). The Chi-square test for

independence confirmed that resistance was nuclearly-encoded, since the F2 progeny

modeled both resistant and susceptible individuals, regardless of whether R was used

as a female or a male parent (Table 3.8). To confirm F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24

and G29 were from a homogeneous group so that data could be pooled to obtain a

larger sample size for the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, the F2 progeny were tested

with the Chi-square test for homogeneity (Table 3.9). The F2 progeny of C9, D3 and

G29 were found to be homogeneous based on segregation pattern and data were

pooled. The pooled F2 progeny did not fit the 3:1 resistant:susceptible segregation ratio

in the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, which suggested that resistance was not

dominant (Table 3.10). The pooled F2 progeny did not fit the 3:1 susceptible:resistant

segregation ratio for a single, dominant gene conferring susceptibility or the 9:7

susceptible:resistant segregation ratio for a two genes with epistatic effects conferring

resistance as determined by the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test (Table 3.10).
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Table 3.8: Chi-square test for independence for F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29
at the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29 were sprayed with
250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L). The individuals were separated into the categories of
resistant or susceptible based on visual injury ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

Table 3.9: Chi-square test for homogeneity for F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29 at
the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny of C9, D3, E20, G24 and G29 were sprayed with
250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L). The individuals were separated into the categories of
resistant or susceptible based on visual injury ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

Chi-square test for independence

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype Independence
Resistant Parenta resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 value p-valuec

Female 15 28 43 13.17 29.83
Male 19 49 68 20.83 47.17
total 34 77 111 0.598 0.4393

a C9 and E20 F1 hybrids have a female resistant parent (R; WARR6-26) and D3, G24 and G29 F1 hybrids
have a male resistant parent (R; WARR6-26).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq

Chi-square test for homogeneity

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype Homogeneity
F2 progeny of a resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 value p-valuec

C9 3 18 21 6.43 14.57 2.64 0.1042
D3 12 14 26 7.96 18.04 2.95 0.086
E20 12 10 22 6.74 15.26 5.92 0.015 d

G24 2 19 21 6.43 14.57 4.40 0.0359 d

G29 5 16 21 6.43 14.57 0.46 0.4977
Pooled 34 77 111

Pooled:
16.37 <0.0001 d

a C9 F1 hybrid [WARR6-26 (R) x cv. White Icicle]. D3 F1 hybrid (cv. White Icicle x R),
E20 F1 hybrids (R x cv. Ikarus). G24 F1 hybrid (cv. Ikarus x R) and G29 F1 hybrid (cv. Ikarus x R).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq
d Indicates a significant p-value at the 95% confidence interval
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Table 3.10: Chi-square goodness-of-fit test: testing inheritance models for pooled F2
progeny of C9, D3 and G29 at the 95% confidence level. The F2 progeny of C9, D3 and G29
were pooled based on homogeneous segregation. Plants were sprayed with 250 g/ha MCPA
amine (500 g ae/L). The individuals were separated into the categories of resistant or
susceptible based on visual injury ratings (0 = no injury, 100 = dead).

3.5 Mechanism of resistance of wild radish

To determine if the mechanism of resistance was due to a difference in absorption,

translocation and/or metabolism, the WARR6-26 (R) and WARR7-5 (S) plants were

treated with radiolabeled MCPA ([14C]MCPA). Alteration in target site(s) can only be

Chi-square goodness-of-fit test on pooled F2 progeny

Observed phenotypeb Expected phenotype
F2 progeny ofa resistant susceptible total resistant susceptible χ2 p-valuec

Expected 3:1
resistant:susceptible
C9 3 18 21
D3 12 14 26
G29 5 16 21
Pooled 20 48 68 51 17 45.24 <0.0001d

Expected 1:3
resistant:susceptible
C9 3 18 21
D3 12 14 26

G29 5 16 21
Pooled 20 48 68 17 51 32.88 <0.0001d

Expected 7:9
resistant:susceptible
C9 3 18 21

D3 12 14 26
G29 5 16 21
Pooled 20 48 68 29.8 38.3 34.77 <.0001d

a A20 F1 hybrid [R (WARR6-26) x S (WARR7-5)]. B27 F1 hybrid (S x R).
b An individual scoring a visual injury rating less than 80 was considered resistant.
c p-value calculated using http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/tabs.html#csq
d Indicates a significant p-value at the 95% confidence interval
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determined indirectly by demonstrating lack of significant differences in absorption,

translocation and/or metabolism between R and S plants.

3.5.1 Absorption and Translocation

To identify any differences in absorption and translocation between R and S after

treatment with [14C]MCPA, statistical analysis was conducted on each plant part or zone

(Table 3.11; Error! Reference source not found.). After applying [14C]MCPA and

harvesting 6-, 24-, 48- and 72 hours after treatment (HAT), each plant was divided into

treated leaf (TL), above TL, below TL and roots. The 14C absorbed by the plant, leaf

rinse (14C not absorbed by TL) and total 14C recovered were calculated.

The distribution of radioactivity over time within each plant part or zone of R and S

plants was analyzed (Table 3.11). The data for above TL, below TL, roots and leaf rinse

fit a multiple groups ANOVA model; therefore, the individual means at each time point

within a plant part or zone were compared using ANOVA and a two-sample t-test. The

individual means of 14C absorbed by the plant, total 14C recovered and roots were

plotted with connecting lines to visualize trends (Figure 3.10). The data for TL fit a linear

regression model (Figure 3.10).

On the basis of the data in Table 3.11 and Figure 3.10, there was no difference

between R and S plants in the quantity of 14C absorbed. Regardless of whether the

plants were R or S, the rate of export of 14C out of the TL was constant and decreased

over the 72 hour time course. However, at two times (6- and 48 HAT) more 14C was

exported in R than S. Furthermore, 24- and 48 HAT more 14C was translocated to the
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roots of R than S. Finally, there were less total 14C recovered in R than S plants 48- and

72 HAT, indicating that more 14C was exuded from the roots of R.

Based on the absorption and translocation study, root exudation was a potential

mechanism of resistance in the wild radish; however, to determine whether root

exudation was the only mechanism of resistance, metabolism analysis was performed.
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Table 3.11: Distribution of radioactivity, expressed as percent of total applied 14C. One of the first
leaves was covered with aluminum foil to be used later as the treated leaf (TL) to receive [14C]MCPA
(approximately 350,000 disintegrations per minute). R (WARR6-26) and S (WARR7-5) plants were
sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage with 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L).

Parenta Difference
Plant part or zone Time R S (R-S) LSDb p-value

Leaf rinsec 6 49.95 (3.52) 46.39 (1.76) 3.56 4.86 0.1399
24 40.13 (2.17) 36.72 (0.61) 3.41 0.1563
48 1.61 (0.26) 6.39 (0.15) -4.79 0.0532
72 1.39 (0.02) 3.94 (0.56) -2.55 0.2822

Treated leaf (TL) 6 37.75 (2.83) 47.26 (0.49) -9.51 9.80 0.0156d

24 27.54 (1.80) 34.33 (5.07) -6.79 0.0715
48 9.28 (1.08) 32.44 (2.04) -23.16 <0.0001d

72 11.10 (0.82) 17.37 (2.51) -6.27 0.0936
Above TL 6 0.90 (0.28) 0.45 (0.12) 0.45 1.90 0.6243

24 7.26 (0.42) 4.39 (0.56) 2.87 0.0054d

48 3.55 (1.48) 2.18 (0.09) 1.37 0.1459
72 7.03 (0.64) 2.28 (0.00) 4.75 <0.0001d

Below TL 6 2.63 (0.66) 2.71 (0.63) -0.08 7.09 0.9803
24 15.34 (1.64) 17.77 (0.31) -2.42 0.4788
48 9.53 (0.50) 29.77 (5.97) -20.23 <0.0001d

72 9.23 (1.28) 15.65 (1.87) -6.43 0.0725
Roots 6 2.19 (0.32) 0.06 (0.01) 2.13 3.79 0.2513

24 15.28 (0.39) 10.96 (2.57) 4.32 0.0283d

48 18.33 (2.38) 6.08 (0.10) 12.24 <0.0001d

72 13.18 (0.42) 13.42 (0.32) -0.24 0.8933
Total 14C recoverede 6 93.41 (3.19) 96.87 (0.76) -3.46 9.23 0.4390

24 105.55 (3.14) 104.17 (3.36) 1.39 0.7544
48 42.30 (1.72) 76.87 (3.79) -34.57 <0.0001d

72 41.92 (2.34) 52.66 (4.61) -10.74 0.0253d

a Data from one experiment with 3 replicates for R and S (n=24) and presented as treatment means with
standard error in parentheses.

b Least Significant Difference (LSD) value allows for interpretation of the sensitivity of the test. A
significant difference will be found when the absolute difference between R  and S treatment means
which is greater than or equal to the LSD  of the 72h time course of each plant part or zone (e.g. in
above TL 24 HAT). If a non-significant result is found, the difference in population means is probably
less than the LSD value (e.g. in above TL 6 HAT). LSD also allows for comparison of sensitivity
between tests (i.e., plant parts or zones), where larger LSD means a less sensitive test (e.g. above TL is
more sensitive than below TL).

c Leaf rinse = total 14C applied not absorbed by treated leaf.
d Indicates a difference between R and S within a plant part or zone at a harvest time, based on t-test at

the 95% confidence level.
e total 14C recovered = total 14C recovered in all plant parts or zones plus leaf rinse.
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C) D)

B)
A) 14C absorbed by plant

Figure 3.10: Radioactivity distribution trends, expressed as percent of total applied 14C. A) 14C absorbed by plant, B) 14C in treated leaf
(TL), C) 14C in roots and D) 14C recovered. R (WARR6-26) mean percentage of total applied 14C was graphically represented as “●” with a solid
trend line. S (WARR7-5) mean percentage of total applied 14C was graphically represented as “○” with a dotted trend line. Plants were sprayed
at the 2-3 leaf stage with 250 g/ha of MCPA amine 500 g ae/L). Plants were harvested 6-, 24-, 48- and 72 hours after treatment. Error bars
above graphs are represented as LSD values. d Indicates a difference between R and S within a plant part at harvest time, based on t-test at the
95% confidence level. Note: Connecting lines for A), C) and D) are for trend visualization. Only TL data (B) had an approximated linear
response with a common slope. S linear regression line is estimated by YS = 48.183 - 0.4365X, where YS = percentage of total applied
[14C]MCPA in the treated leaf and X = time. R linear regression line is estimated by YR = 37.785 - 0.4365X, where YR = percentage of total
applied [14C]MCPA in the treated leaf and X = time.

C) D)

B)
14C in treated leaf (TL)

14C in roots 14C recovered
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3.5.2 Metabolism

To determine whether a difference in metabolism was responsible for resistance of

wild radish, [14C]MCPA was applied to R and S plants, as described previously, and

plants were harvested 48 HAT. Whole plant extract was analyzed using both thin-layer

chromatography (TLC; Figure 3.11) and high-pressure chromatography (HPLC; Figure

3.12). Both HPLC and TLC analyses indicated that there was no metabolism of MCPA

in both R and S plants.
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TLC plates A is R B is S, need to add standards to
the side or on top

Figure 3.11: Parental metabolism analyzed by TLC. A) [14C]MCPA standard was spiked on a R leaf and immediately extracted (i.e., control R
plant) with disintegrations per minute (dpm; as a percent of total dpm) graphically represented as “●” with a solid trend line, B) [14C]MCPA
standard was spiked on a S leaf and immediately extracted (i.e., control S plant) with dpm (as a percent of total dpm) graphically represented as
“○” with a dotted trend line, C) an average dpm (as a percent of total dpm) of five R plants treated with [14C]MCPA was graphically represented
as “●” with a solid trend line with the error bars representing standard error of mean (SEM), and D) an average dpm (as percent of total dpm) of
five S plants treated with [14C]MCPA was graphically represented as “○” with a dotted trend line with error bars representing SEM. R (WARR6-
26) and S (WARR7-5) plants were treated at the 2-3 leaf stage with 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L). One fully expanded leaf was covered
with aluminum foil. The aluminum foil was removed after the overspray, and the leaf was treated with 250 g/ha [14C]MCPA, which was
approximately 350,000 dpm. Plants were harvested 48 hours after treatment. The 14C was extracted from the whole plant and analyzed using
thin-layer chromatography (TLC). Note: The samples used for TLC were also used for HPLC (high-pressure liquid chromatography) analysis.

[14C]MCPA standard from R plant
A)

[14C]MCPA standard from S plant

14C from R plants
C)

14C from S plants
D)

B)
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Figure 3.12: Parental metabolism analyzed by HPLC. The retention times (Rt.) of A) [14C]MCPA
standard, B) an average of five R (WARR6-26) plants treated with [14C]MCPA and C) an average of 5 S
(WARR7-5) plants treated with [14C]MCPA. Plants were treated at the 2-3 leaf stage with 250 g/ha MCPA
amine (500 g ae/L). One fully expanded leaf was covered with aluminum foil. The aluminum foil was
removed after the overspray, and the leaf was treated with 250 g/ha [14C]MCPA, which was approximately
350,000 dpm (disintegrations per minute). Plants were harvested 48 hours after treatment. Radiolabeled
MCPA and metabolites were extracted from the whole plant and analyzed using high-pressure
chromatography (HPLC). Note: the samples used for TLC (thin-layer chromatography) were also used for
HPLC analysis. Background noise was considered readings <350 dpm.

14C from R plants
B)

14C from S plants
C)

[14C]MCPA standard
A)
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4 DISCUSSION

The morphologies of untreated R (WARR6-26) and S (WARR7-5) parents were

different. The R plants were consistently shorter, germinated 2-3 days later, had darker

leaves with a serrated leaf margin, and a lower average accumulation of shoot dry

matter than S plants. Morphological differences between resistant and susceptible

plants were also reported for a picloram-, dicamba- and 2,4-D-resistant biotype of wild

mustard (Sinapis arvensis; Hall and Romano 1995) and a MCPA-resistant biotype of

common hempnettle (Galeopsis tetrahit; Weinberg et al. 2006). In wild mustard, the

resistant plants were shorter, more branched and had a smaller root system than

susceptible wild mustard (Hall and Romano 1995), and recently the serrated leaf margin

of the first true leaf has been closely linked (14.6 cM) to picloram resistance, which has

been used as a morphological marker (Mithila et al. 2012). Hall and Romano (1995)

also reported that the leaves of the resistant wild mustard were smaller and darker

green due to higher chlorophyll content than susceptible wild mustard leaves. Unlike

resistant wild radish, the percentage of seed germination in resistant wild mustard was

higher than susceptible wild mustard at 24, 30 and 35°C (Hall and Romano 1995).

Morphological differences in MCPA-resistant common hempnettle were the opposite of

MCPA-resistant wild radish (Weinberg et al. 2006). In common hempnettle, the

susceptible plants were shorter and bushier than the resistant plants, and there was no

difference in dry weight accumulation between untreated resistant and susceptible

plants (Weinberg et al. 2006).

The relative degree of MCPA resistance in wild radish was determined by generating

dose-response curves at various harvest times after MCPA application. When plants
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were harvested 2 weeks after treatment (WAT), R tolerated 7.2-fold more MCPA than S.

When plants were harvested 4 WAT the resistance ratio increased to 11.9-fold

indicating 4 weeks was required to ensure death or clear recovery of resistant plants.

Similar resistance ratios were observed between R and S for wild mustard (R/S = 10

and R/S = 18 for MCPA and 2,4-D, respectively; Heap and Morrison 1992, as cited by

Mithila et al. 2011), common hempnettle (R/S = 3.3 for MCPA; Weinberg et al. 2006)

and kochia ( R/S = 4.6 for dicamba; Cranston et al. 2001). However, the resistance ratio

of the R wild radish is relatively low when compared to those of prickly lettuce (R/S = 25

for 2,4-D; Lactuca serriola; (Burke et al. 2009), wild mustard biotype (R/S = 104 for

dicamba and picloram; Heap and Morrison 1992, as cited by Mithila et al. 2011), yellow

starthistle (R/S = 14 and 3-21 for clopyralid and picloram, respectively; Centaurea

solstitialis; Fuerst et al. 1996) and false cleavers (R/S = 46 for quinclorac; Galium

spurium; Van Eerd et al. 2005).

After unequivocally proving the resistance of the wild radish biotype to MCPA, the

ensuing objectives were to determine the mode of inheritance of the MCPA-resistance

trait, introgress the resistance trait from wild radish into cultivated radish cultivars, and

determine the mechanism of MCPA resistance. To determine the mode of inheritance of

MCPA in wild radish biotype, F1 and F2 progeny were generated to test the hypothesis

that MCPA resistance was due to a single, dominant gene. This hypothesis was based

on previous inheritance studies on the 2,4-D-, dicamba- and picloram-resistant wild

mustard (a relative of wild radish) by Jugulam et al. (2005), where a single, dominant

gene was shown to confer resistance.
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In the F1 generation, the visual injury data were examined in terms of categorizing

observed phenotype (Error! Reference source not found.;Table 3.7), exact visual

injury (Figure 3.3; Figure 3.6; Figure 3.7) and frequency distribution of visual injury

(Figure 3.4; Figure 3.8). All F1 generation analyses suggested the resistance was a

qualitative trait, with varying degrees of dominance, i.e. resistance ranged from

dominance to incomplete dominance (additive and partial dominance). Furthermore, the

frequency distribution data suggested resistance was in part due to maternal effect,

since there were differences in frequency distribution between the reciprocal crosses.

In the F2 generation, the data were analyzed using frequency distributions and Chi-

square analysis. The frequency distribution of visual injury data in F2 progeny (Figure

3.5; Figure 3.9) suggested that resistance was conferred by a quantitative trait with the

susceptible allele(s) exhibiting dominance with minor genes masking the susceptible

trait, since the majority of F2 progeny had no discrete frequency classes. Although the

F1 generation suggested that the resistance was in part due to maternal effects,

cytoplasmic inheritance was ruled out since the maternal effects were not observed in

the F2 generation, where the Chi-square test for independence (
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Table 3.4; Table 3.8) suggested that the resistance trait was nuclearly-encoded. The

pooled data of A20 and B27 F2 progeny and the pooled data of C9, D3 and G29 F2

progeny did not fit the 1 gene and the 2 gene with epistatic effects (Table 3.6; Table

3.10). Furthermore, although the frequency distributions of D3 and E20 F2 progeny

(Figure 3.9, B and C, respectively) suggested discrete phenotypic groups, the models

tested for 1 and 2 gene inheritance using Chi-square analysis rejected that hypothesis

(Table 3.10). The individual plants scored between the parents could be imprecise

phenotype scoring but still did not represent simple, qualitative inheritance. Therefore, it

was concluded that the resistance allele(s) were quantitative and therefore due to a few

or many gene loci with their expression influenced by the environment and, thus,

making selection for resistance difficult. Quantitative inheritance of resistance is

conferred by a gradual accumulation of small, incremental changes by many different

gene loci, gene amplification and/or sequential mutations within a gene through

selection using low or incremental increases of herbicide (Gardner et al. 1998).

Evidence of quantitatively inherited herbicide resistance has been reported in natural

populations of Senecio vulgaris to confer mild resistance to simazine (Holliday and

Putwain 1980) and in selected populations of Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) which have

glyphosate-tolerance (Wang et al. 1991).

The mode of inheritance of MCPA resistance in wild radish was found to be different

than that found in auxinic herbicide-resistant weeds studied to date, where the mode of

inheritance of auxinic herbicide resistance has been nuclearly-encoded and qualitative.

For example, single, dominant alleles are responsible for 2,4-D-, dicamba- and

picloram-resistant wild mustard (Jasieniuk et al. 1995; Jugulam et al. 2005) and
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dicamba-resistant kochia (Preston et al. 2009); a single, co-dominant allele is

responsible for 2,4-D-resistant prickly lettuce (Riar et al. 2011); at least two genes with

additive effects are responsible for MCPA-resistant common hempnettle (Weinberg et

al. 2006); and, finally, single, recessive alleles are responsible for quinclorac-resistant

false cleavers (Van Eerd et al. 2004) and clopyralid- and picloram-resistant yellow

starthistle (Sabba et al. 2003).

The mode of inheritance of the MCPA resistance trait was quantitative trait and is

clearly different than auxinic herbicide resistance in other weed species. Although this

assessment is likely correct, one must consider some of the difficulties encountered in

the study which may have biased the interpretation of data and hence my conclusion.

Difficulties were encountered with maintaining good growing conditions, seed set, self-

incompatibility when making crosses and clearly categorizing injury symptoms. Due to

space constraints, the F1 and F2 generations were grown in the greenhouse, where

environmental conditions such as temperature could not be as well controlled as in the

growth chamber. The R and S wild radish and hybrids were severely affected by the

extreme heat that occurred after MCPA treatment and before seed setting. As a result,

plants aborted developing siliques and had to be subsequently moved to cooler rooms

where they formed siliques and subsequently set seeds after hand pollinations. Plants

were also continuously under stress from greenhouse pests such as thrips and aphids

in both the greenhouse and controlled growth chambers, which may have contributed to

reduced seed set. To produce the required amount of resistant and susceptible seed, R

and S siblings were isolated and allowed to cross-pollinate, as earlier attempts at self-

pollination by hand resulted in inferior seeds and/or aborted development of siliques.
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This suggests that self-incompatibility complexes known to occur in the Brassicas were

affecting self-pollination, which probably created a bias in segregation ratios. Both

gametophytic and sporophytic self-incompatibility locus have been identified in wild

radish populations, though sporophytic self-incompatibility alleles (S alleles) are thought

to explain most instances of self-incompatibility (Karron et al. 1990). Incompatibilities

between hybrids and the susceptible parent were also observed and pollinations were

continuously being made to generate a few BC1F1 progeny. The generation of F2

progeny was more successful, possibility due to an introduction of compatible alleles.

Finally, the visual injury rating system was limited in capturing a clear, distinct difference

between resistant and susceptible plants. The visual injury rating system was adapted

from Behrens and Lueschen (1979), where dicamba injury was observed in soybean

(Glycine max L.). A better visual injury rating system developed specifically for wild

radish would allow for a more successful identification of resistance and susceptibility.

Since the mode of inheritance was quantitative in wild radish, attempting to introgress

the trait into cultivated radish was very difficult; therefore, the original plan to use

recurrent selection could not be executed. Furthermore, due to time constraints, the

introgression study began before the results of the inheritance study were known. Thus,

analyses of the F1 and F2 originating from R plants crossed with either of the two

commercial radish cultivars, White Icicle and Ikarus, confirmed the quantitative trait

results of the inheritance study. Therefore, the introgression of the MCPA resistance

allele(s) was not successfully completed. Furthermore, it will not be easy to introgress

this quantitative trait. Recently a dense EST-SSR linkage map for cultivated radish

(Raphanus sativus) was generated and comparatively mapped to Arabidopsis thaliana
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L. (Shirasawa et al. 2011). The radish linkage map could be used in further research to

identify the QTL of the resistance allele(s) in wild radish and identify the number of

genes in wild radish contributing to the QTL. Depending on the number of genes,

marker-assisted selection (MAS) could be used to pyramid positive resistance allele(s)

into a single wild radish plant to begin introgression into cultivated radish.

The mechanism of MCPA resistance (i.e., physiological and/or biochemical reasons)

was investigated as my final objective. It was hypothesized that the mechanism of

resistance would be due to an altered target-site(s) and was determined indirectly

through studying absorption, translocation (Table 3.11; Figure 3.10) and metabolism

(Figure 3.11; Figure 3.12) in R and S plants. The translocation out of the treated leaf

(TL) of R and S plants was slow, but not significantly different except 6- and 48 HAT. In

fact, more 14C was found in S plants. Furthermore, the distribution of 14C within R and S

plants was not different, with most of the 14C distributed below TL and roots. However,

the 14C distribution below the TL and in the roots of S seemed to lag 24 h behind that of

R. Physiologically perhaps the cells of the phloem in S are being damaged by MCPA

and are unable to transport MCPA to the roots as efficiently as in R plants. For example,

the roots in R had more radioactivity than S at all harvest times. Radioactivity increased

between 6- and 48 HAT from approximately 2% to 18% of total applied 14C in R and

then decreased between 48- and 72 HAT to approximately 13% of total applied 14C,

while the radioactivity in S was still increasing 72 HAT. Therefore, R seemed to exude

MCPA from the roots as soon as 48 HAT, which may have protected the plant from

further MCPA damage.
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Based upon the decline in the total percentage of 14C recovered it was clear that both

the R and S were “losing” 14C as soon as 48 HAT. Specifically, 24 HAT R plants had

approximately 44% less total radioactivity than S plants, while 72 HAT R plants had

approximately 20% less radioactivity than S plants. It is hypothesized that 14C was being

exuded more rapidly from the roots of R versus S plants. Similar results were observed

in [14C]MCPA-treated common hempnettle, where the roots were the main sink for 14C

(Weinberg et al. 2006). Weinberg et al. (2006) also observed the percent of total applied

14C recovered in R plants decreased more rapidly than in S 6- and 72 HAT. Weinberg et

al. (2006) concluded that root exudation accounted for the lower recovery of 14C in R

than S by the end of the time-course. Therefore, wild radish appears to have the same

mechanism of resistance as MCPA-resistant common hempnettle. Although the

mechanism of resistance appears to be due to root exudation, this hypothesis must be

tested by growing R and S plants hydroponically to ensure 14C is indeed being exuded

from the root of R more rapidly as Weinberg et al. (2006) observed. In contrast, altered

target site was the expected potential mechanism of resistance in quinclorac-resistant

false cleavers (Van Eerd et al. 2005), clopyralid-resistant yellow starthistle (Valenzuela-

Valenzuela et al. 2001), picloram-resistant yellow starthistle (Fuerst et al. 1996), 2,4-D-,

dicamba- and picloram-resistant wild mustard (Peniuk et al. 1993) and 2,4-D-resistant

prickly lettuce (Riar et al. 2011).

There was no significant difference in metabolism between R and S; therefore,

difference in metabolism was excluded as the mechanism of resistance in R wild radish

(Figure 3.11; Figure 3.12). Similar results were found in the other auxinic herbicide

resistant weeds, where little or no difference was found in the rate or extent of
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metabolism when R and S were compared, i.e. in false cleavers (Van Eerd et al. 2005),

yellow starthistle (Fuerst et al. 1996; Valenzuela-Valenzuela et al. 2001), prickly lettuce

(Riar et al. 2011), kochia (Cranston et al. 2001), and wild mustard (Peniuk et al. 1993).

In contrast, Weinberg et al. (2006) observed a higher degree of metabolism of MCPA in

the roots of resistant common hempnettle relative to the roots of susceptible common

hempnettle and concluded that increased metabolism in the roots along with root

exudation may contribute to MCPA-resistance in common hempnettle. As metabolism

studies were conducted on the whole plant in wild radish, further research in

metabolism in different parts of the wild radish plant will be required to confirm whether

a similar trend is found in wild radish, as root exudation was also considered a potential

mechanism of resistance.

4.1 Conclusions and Future Directions

The mode of inheritance and mechanism of resistance were successfully identified.

The mode of MCPA resistance in wild radish proved to be more complicated than first

expected. The resistance was found to be quantitative with dominant susceptible

allele(s) and minor genes masking the susceptibility reaction; and, therefore, requires a

more complex breeding program than recurrent selection to introgress resistance into

cultivated radish. A recent dense EST-SSR linkage map for cultivated radish (Raphanus

sativus) comparatively mapped to Arabidopsis thaliana (Shirasawa et al. 2011) could be

used in future research to identify the QTL of the resistance allele(s) in wild radish and

identify the number of genes in wild radish contributing to the QTL; and, therefore, a

breeding program using marker-assisted selection (MAS) could be used to pyramid
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positive resistance allele(s) into a single wild radish plant to begin introgression into

cultivated radish. The mechanism of resistance is potentially due to root exudation,

since similar results were found in MCPA-resistant common hempnettle (Weinberg et al.

2006). To unequivocally determine if root exudation is the mechanism of resistance in

wild radish, hydroponic studies after Weinberg et al. (2006) and metabolism studies on

different plant parts will be used in future research.
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6 Appendix

Table 6.1: The selection dose of F1 hybrids and total F2 progeny screened using MCPA.
Plants were sprayed at the 2-3 leaf stage with MCPA amine (500 g ae/L). F2 progeny screened
with 250 g/ha MCPA amine (500 g ae/L).

F2 progeny ofa Selection dose of F1 hybrid Number of F2 progeny screened
A1 250 g/ha 6
A11 500 g/ha 13
A20 250 g/ha 24
A39 250 g/ha 10
B4 250 g/ha 8
B10 250 g/ha 16
B11 250 g/ha 8
B27 500 g/ha 22
C9 500 g/ha 21
C31 250 g/ha 11
D3 500 g/ha 26
D16 250 g/ha 10
D43 250 g/ha 18
E15 250 g/ha 6
E20 500 g/ha 22
E36 250 g/ha 5
G24 250 g/ha 21
G29 250 g/ha 21
G43 250 g/ha 13

a “A” hybrids [WARR6-26 (R) x WARR7-5 (S)], “B” hybrids (R x S), “C” hybrids (R x White Icicle),
“D” hybrids (White Icicle x R), “E” hybrids (R x Ikarus) and “G” hybrids (Ikarus x R). e.g. A1 is R
x S, plant #1.
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